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Ab.; t,. rnct 

: Te COi1"t 1. in'. @ the study o± i 1"t hi CI_asües b? c un by Fischer in 

1966 and carried on by (notably) Gaschütz and Hart. l. cy. 

Disappointingly the theory has, as yet, failed to display the 

richness of it, predecessor, the theory of Formation_s.. Here we 

present our contrib, itions, embedded in a survey of the progress 

so far made in this tantalizing part of finite soluble group 

theory. 

Chapter 0 indicates the group theoretic notation we use, 

while Chapter 1 contains the basic results and terminology of 

Fitting class theory. Broadly speDking this theory comprises a 

study of the classes th emselves, a study of the embedding of the 
--subgr. 

oups (subgroups týrhich belong to ` ) of an arbitrary 

group G and a study of the relation between '` and the f- 

subgroups of G. As in Formation theory we focus attention on 

canonical sets of I 
-subgroups , nariely the (1-injectors, the 

Fischer ' 
-subgroups and the maximal -subgroup: containing the 

radical. 

Chapter 2 begins with analyses of several examples of Fitting 

classes, establishing the coincidence of these three sets of 

subgroups (in all groups) in many cases, a property not enjoyed 

by all Pitting classes. Here too we examine some known 'near 

classes from old' procedures, and introduce a new one 

(defined for any 
ý 

and set of primes-x), showing how this concept 

may be used to charäcterize the injectors for the product 
51ý2 

of two Pitting classes. The chapter ends with some remarks on 

the thorny problem of generating Fitting classes from given Croups 

and we present an imitation of work of Dark, the only person to 

achieve progress in this direction. Finally we show how one of 



the classes so constructed cettl es s. question ,; used by Ga. sch1ýt;:. 

Chapter 3 develops the theory of pronorma 7. , ýliäýro zpý., cased 

on. key theorems of I ann-Alper. in and Fischer, showing, in 

particular that a permutable product of pronorr! l l subgroups is 

again pronormal. This approach yields a more compact version of 

work on subgroups of a group which are p-norm ally embedded for 

all primes p (we use the term strongly pronorral), published by 

Chambers. The injectors for a Fischer class (in particular a 

subgroup closed Fitting; class) have this property. 

Chapter 4 attacks the problem of determining the injectors 

for the class and shows, in the light of chapter 3, that 

the natural guess (a product of an 
I 

-injector and a Hall 71- 

subgroup) holds good when, for instance, I is a Fischer class. 

However, modification of the example of Dark denies that this is 

in general the case. So arises the concept of permutability of 

a Fitting class and, after giving a new proof of a related lemma 

of Fischer, we establish conditions on a Fitting class equivalent 

to its being permutable, involving system normalizers. 

Chapter 5 takes a preliminary look at the analogue of Cline's 

partial ordering of strong containment («) for Fitting classes, 

and we show that a Fitting class maximal in this sense and having 

strongly pronormal injectors in all groups, is necessarily a 

normal Fitting class. In our final section we examine the 

radical of a direct power of a group G r. nd show that, for a normal 

class, the radical is never the corresponding direct power of the 

radical of G (unless of course G lies in the class). This 

investigation puts the set of normal Fitting classes in a new 

setting, and we demonstrate that to each Fitting class 
I there 

corresponds a well defined class with properties close to 

those of `-. 
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1 
C! -; nTnter 0 11otr. tion and Gis Dined rcnuli; r 

11 (G, H<G, H©G menu that H is, .t subs; roup, proper 

subgroup, noriia. l sub, -Troup o: " G respectively; uvhile XCY, 

XCY indicate that X is a subset, proper subset of Y 

respectively. Apart from this, our notation and terminology 

is that of Gorenstein's book, supplemented the fol_loti, r inn, 

we hope well accepted, notation. 

1 is called a class of groups if contains e,, ý: h group of 

order 1, and any group isomorphic to one of its members. An 

-group is then a member of . Unless othe_r; 'r; _se stated, each 

; r. oup cons: i clered in this dThsertation will be fi. -)I to and belong 

to -S, the class of soluble groups. 
01 denotes the class of 

Abelian [., groups and 
), the class of nilpotent groups. 'J7. is the 

class of soluble 7r-groups (where iv is a set of primes), and for 

any class , is 9C rl Frequent use will be made of 

the now familiar closure operation notation of Hall. A closure 

operation is an expanding;, idempotent and monotonic function 

which maps classes of groups to classes of groups. For example 

SX is the class of all subgroups of Y, 
-groups, and Qj the 

class of all quotients of 
1,2groups. 

We assume knowledge of Hall's fundamental theorems on the 

existence and conjugacy of Hall subgroups in finite soluble 

groups, and also his work on Sylow systems and system normalizers. 

GP will always denote a member of Sylp(G), the set of Sylow 

p-subgroups of G, and G. a member of Hall,. (G), the set of Hall 

it-subgroups of G. We say G7, reduces into the subgroup H of G, 

written G, y. H, if G, r) HE Hall.,, (H). A Syloi"r System F. of G 

reduces into H, written E ýi H, if GT H for all GI. EE 

G I7T denotes the greatest 'ir-divisor of 1019 so IGI,. = (G711 
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0, (G) is the vln-*Lr: ue n_orraaa. l -slýb<<roý ;ý of. G and G/OI`(c=) 

it unique larf^e., t 7T-qv ot ient . 

We r1 so ": o. t, rie the reader i^ :C m4 ic. r 'uith the b- ic pro,; ert icc 

of Cr. rte. r Sub,, -; roups and the e_l_e. en t" of ý'or ati_on theory. For 

these and tl- e other results wo need, Ruppert Iss book is the 

na tur. a.. l rcrercr_ce. 

G (soluble) iN called Primitive iff G has a unique minimal 

normal sub roue which is complerlentcd iff G has a self- 

centres liziný minireal normal subgroup. 

If A,, B-G; A1B will mee. n that A and B pernuta, that Is' 
AB = BL or equivalently t', at AB is a. subgroup of G. If 

A4B<G and I-I G, we say II covers A /B if B=A (H f) B) and 

avoids A/B if II r) BA. 17Gi will denote the direct product 
iEI 

of the groups I Gi liEI 
, Ct is our notation for the cyclic 

group of order t, En the symmetric group of degree n, An its 

alternating subgroup, D2n the dihedral group of order 2n and 

Q8 the q ; ernion group .AIB, the wreath product of k by B, 

will be constructed from the r. eeula. r permutation representation 

of B unless another representation is specified. A eonjugacy 

class HG of subgroups of G will be called a characteristic 

conjugacy class if each automorphism of G permutes the members 

of HG . H-is a subnormal subgroup of G, written H sn G, if 

there exists a series HaH. a 11 24..... a Hn1 a G. H is a 

pronormal subgroup of G, written H pro G, if H and Hg are 

conjugate in their join < H, HO > for. all gEG. Soo G denotes 

the socle of G, the product or all the minimal normal subEroups 

of G; and -ir-soc G9 the Tc-soclo of G, the product of all the 

minimal normal 7r-; ubgroups of G. 
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If +f iS^ fl'. T1C 1, j_O"1 which tO (`: ". C}^ grO1'; n Cý 
ý. E'uh V"! 011p 

poc t-i*voly set O--s' s111J`, ro' r s) *(C-) 
f then i-C T <, G 

%(G mod ') will dono c the inner o 'irlr'. S, C' of (re ontl-vol_V iYýVC'V^r" 

im, ;; es of the me^ibers of) 

Groups and set of operator; (inc] udin1, matrices) will r%ltrays 

. pct on t: )e right. 

c normc. )_ ubrcoup S-, ºe write G =-- [I-I]}T wheneve cornp1e ent c', r K. 

H of G, that is,.. G is a split extension of ?I by K. The 

following key corollary, of t'ýe Sour-Z senhc. uo the-,, rem will be 

well used, 

If G= where IHI and JKJ are coprime then 

a) H= [-I 
, K]CII(Y) a nd the product is, direct when HEÖ, 

b) [H 
, P] [11 

yut Y] , so [1 
,k9?: , ... 9 k_] =1 

eventually (that is with sufficient terms I,. ) [H 
, K'' _- 1 

ßA 
c) If A/B is a K-adrnissoble section of II (that is X4 J-9 ( T3 and 

K normalizes A and B) then Cr /B(1ý) = CA (K) n/B 

The proof requires the solubility of either H or K, which holds 

in this dissertation by the asÜumed : olubility of each G, but is 

true in nny case by the theorem) of h'eit and Th, oripson. 

Frequent appeals will be Made to the fact that the Fitting; 

subgroup. F(G) of a finite soluble Croup conto: irs its centralizer 

in G; -,. nd also to the grell-knom theoreLi3 of riaschke and 

Clifford. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction and preliminary results 

1.1 Fitting Cia3oo> and ` -injectors 

The concept of a Fitting class ms introduced by Fischer 

in [1] (the main reoults of which appecr in [? 
_] 

), to dualize 

G-aschAtz's elegant theory of Formations. The narie is a 

memorial to Hans Fitting, whose celebrated theorem [31 shows 

that the class of nilpotent groups is a Fitting class. 

A Fitting class ` is a clasp of groups closed under the 

operations of taking normal subgroups and forming normal 

products, that is 

N4G E `J --) - NE `J- (`n-= Snq) 

ýrrý, N24G=N, N2=j GE (r =NG'j) 

Broadly speaking, the theory of Fitting classes comprisF. s 

a study of the classes themselves, a study of the embedding 

of those subgroups of an arbitrary group G which lie in a 

particular Fitting class `3- (the `33-subgroups of G), and 

finally a study of the relation between ` and the I-subgroups 

of G. As in Formation theory we focus our attention on 

canonical sets of 'J-subgroups of G. 

If A is any NG-closed class, then in each. group G the 

set of normal -subgroups has a unique maximal member called 

the %-radical of G. clearly characteristic in G and denoted 

by GX . For example Gam, is the Fitting subgroup of G. 

Suppose N sn G, specifically N= Nd 4 N1 4 N2 ... a Nr = G. 

Then for i= 1,..., r (Ni-1)X char Ni-, a Ni , and so 

Ny _ (NG)X a (N1) 4 (N2)X a ... 4 ('Tr) 
X= GT . Letting 

NE we see that G contains eve ry subnormal T -subgroup 

of G. If now rl is a Fitting class and N sn G then N=N0 

For, we have just seen that NG, but certainly N0G4N 

and NC G, 
-sn 

Ga, so Nn G,,, ESn` = a. 
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The characteriotic of a Pitting c1assl(denotod by char ` 

is defined to be the set 1 of tho; ic primes p which divide the 

order of some -. group. So of course 9C -S 

1.1.1 Proposition (Hartley [41) 

If `J is a Pitting class and char `= 7t then 151 r- 
-S. 7. 

Proof 

We need only prove E'- . To do this it suffices to show 

that each cyclic p-group lies in `4- for all pE 7r, since a 

nilpotent 7-group is generated by such subgroups and they 

are of course subnormal. So let pE 7f , then by definition 

there exists a group GE `ý- such that pG Therefore 

there exists a normal subgroup H of G such that H has a normal 

subgroup K of index p in H. Then Hx H/K is the product of 

normal subgroups {(h, 1) :hE H} and I(h, Kh) :hE H}, each 

isomorphic to H. Now H4GE `a-, and so since rj is a Fitting 

class, we have Hx H/K E `3". It follows that ' contains 

H/f '= Cp. An easy induction argu4ment shows that Cpn is a 

subgroup of the repeated wreath product (... (Cp 1 Cp)'L Cp... )1 Cp 

with n terms, which is clearly generated by its (necessarily 

subnormal) subgroups of order p. Again by subnormality we 

deduce CpnEa and the proof is complete. 0 

We now define the central object of our study. Let I'be 

an arbitrary class of groups. A subgroup V of G is called an 

a-injector of G if vnN is a maximal 3a-subgroup of N for 

each subnormal subgroup N of G. We say V rl N is a-maximal in 

N in this case. It is clear that if G has an 2-injector V, 

then the image VO of V under an automorphism e of G is an 

a-injector of G also, and v fl N is an X-injector of IST for 

each subnormal subgroup N of G. 



C) 

The 
. 
followin theoren, sets the theory of Fitting cl, -, ).,; scs 

in motion and. i-., as proved in 1967. For comp'_cteness and future 

reference we reproduce its elegant prooi here. 

1.1.2 THE ORETJT (Fischer, Gascnütz and Hartley [5] Satz 1) 

If ` is a Fitting class, then each group G has precisely one 

conjugacy class of 5 
-injectors. 

PROOF 

The argalment depends on the following key lemma. 

1.1.3 Lemma (Nn rtley [5 1 Lemma) 

Let rj be a Fitting class and Ga group with N4G and G/NN E L. 

If VI and V2 are. ` -rnaxinal subgroi'ps of G and W= V1 rl N= 

V2 rl N is --maximal in N, then VI and V2 are conjugate in G. 

Proof 

Clearly V1, V2 < NG(W) - G* say, and G*/N nGE YL, hence we 

may assume WaG. For i=1,2 let Ti = NG(Vi), then 

[Vi' Ti' Ti.,..... Ti' <N eventually since GIN E O,. Of tourte 
[Vi, Ti, Ti, ... , Tit < Vi, so Lv1, Ti, T1,..., T1] < rT n vi =W 

eventually, which means Vi/Wl is a hypercentral normal subgroup 

of Ti/Vl. So Vi/W lies in a system rýorma. lizer of Ti/W, which 

in turn lies in a Carter subgroup of Ti/W, which we may write 

as jICi/11: for some Carter subgroup Ci of Ti. Now WCl/W El, 

so Vi is an J-maximal sub, iormal subgroup of WCi and therefore 

Vi = (WCi), 
. Suppose xEG normalizes Ci, then x normalizes 

WCi and hence also its a-radical Vi. Therefore xE Ti, but 

Ci is self-normalizing in Ti, so in fact xE Ci. This shows 

Ci is a Carter subgroup of G and so C1 and C2 are conjugate 

in G, C= C2g say, so finally V1 = (WC1 ), (WC2g), _ (1. 'C2)5g 

= V29. [] 
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The theorem clearly holds when IGI -1, so we use tnductl. on, 

supposing the restalt t- -nc, for al')_ groups o-f' order 1 ess than ; G' 

i; So let II be a C/.. and proper normal subgroß r. of C wit" 

an '--injector of M. e show that if V is `3"-maximal in G with 

R <, V, then V is an -injector of G. It will clearly suffice 

to show that V f1 G* is an "-injector of G* whenever G* is a 

maximal norm. ]. subgroup of G. Let V be an. 
ý 

-injector of G 

this exists by induction. Let N= u- 0 T', then G/N? E',, and 

furthermore vnN and V* fl N are `J 
-injectors of N. By 

induction they are conjugate, so (replacing V by a coriju, ate 

if necessary) we assume V ri Nv r1 N "- l'l say. Now if V is 

an r'-maximal subgroup of G containing V*, then Lemma 1.1.3. 

impl. i_es that V and V are conjugate in G. Hence Vf GT -V 

and Vf G* are too, which implies V (1 G« is an --injector of 

G as required. 

Now suppose V1 and V2 are a-injectors of 

G is a maximal normal subgroup of G. ' As 

Vý r1 G and V2 fl G are conjugate in Gb 

as before we ray actuRily assume they are 

G, and again that 

injectors of G, 

tir induction, and so 

equal. It is tuen 

an immediate consequence of Lemma 1.1.3. that V1 and V2 are 

conjugate in G. and the proof is complete. 0 

Fundamental use will be made of the following corollaries 

of 1.1.2 and its proof. 

1 .1 .4 THEORE-T (Fischer, Gaschütz and Hartley [5] Korol_lar 

and Satz 2) 

Let ` be a Fitting class and Ga group. Then 

a) If N4G with G/N E )J, and V is an `a 
-maximal subgroup 

of G such that vnN is an 1--injector of N. then V is an 
'-injector of G. 
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b) If 1 =, G0 4 G1 4 G2 -1 ... <I Gr = Gard Gi/Gi-1 C Y, for 

=9,.. ,r then V is an a-injector of G if and only if V rl Gi 

Ill kT for 

c} If V is an 'J-injector of G and V<H<G then V is an 

-injector of H. 

PROOF 

a) follows from the proof of 1.1.2 and b) by induction. 

To prove c) suppose 

with nilpotent facts 

C Hr = H, where IT 

Gi0HnV=GinV 

V is, an (1-injector of H. 

1= GG <1 G1 4 

Drs.. Then so 

=Hf Gi for "i 

is `j 
-m,, ximal 

... 4 Gr 

also is 1 

in Gi ý'1 H 

G is a series 

H0 1H1 <i ... 
Now Hi nv= 

Hi, so by b) 

0 

We shall denote the set of 1-injectors of a group G by 

I, j(G). 

The proof of the following converse to 1.1.2 is clear. 

1.1.5 Proposition 

If 36 is a class of groups such that each group G has an 
a 

-injector, then 9E is a Fitting class. 

Considered together, 1.1.2 and 1.1.5 show that Fitting 

classes are precisely the classes for which injectors exist 

in all groups. This demonstrates that, despite what the - 

closure operations suggest, a Fitting class is best regarded 

as the dual of a Schunck class [6]. Such classes are precisely 

those for which projectors exist in all group,. This point of 

viel: is strongly endorsed by Gaschütz in [7] and [8]. 

The fact that 3-(-projectors (where -{ = QýL) are conjugate 

whenever they exist [9], prompted the offene Frage 1 of [5] : 

Are the a-injectors 
of a group G (where T- 

= Sn') necessarily 

conjugate when they exist? 
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The question as closed in the ne{ ativc by Hawkcs, and we 

sketch his crumple here. It is worth noting that in [10] 

C}1 hers shows the answer is yes if lt satisfies the strong 

condition of having p-length 1 for all primes p. 

1 .1.6 Example 

There exists a group G with the unique chief G 
3 

series indicated. 
7 

N 
let H be the non-Abel ian group of order 21 

23 
and the Sri-closed class it generates, 

so {H, C711}. 
37 

1 
11 has ccmplements H1 and H2 not conjugate 

in G, both isomorphic to H. each of which is 

an '- injector of G. 

1.1.2 and 1.1.4 have the following easy but important 

consequences. 

1.1.7 Proposition 

Let be a Fitting class, V an 1-injector of G and NaG. 

a) VC 11 is pronormal in G and in particular V pro G. 

b) Gl G(V n N) . 
c) V covers or avoids each chief factor of G. 

d) If 'has characteristic -n , then an -injector V0 of a 

Hall -ff-subgroup 1, of G is an a 
-injector of G. 

Proof 

a) Suppose xEG, then VrN and (V 0 N) x are 
1-injectors 

of N. By 1.1.4 c) they are '-injectors of their join JE No 

and therefore conjugate in J by 1.1.2. This establishes 

VfN pro G. 

b) This follows from the Frattini argupment (which may be 
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applicd i. ýhenever 7is have IT pro G end IT ý< IST <`1 G, to yield G= 

1TITG (H) 
") , and a). 

c) If TT//Y is a chief factor of G, then b) irpl ies that C 

normalizes K(V r) IST) , so Ir(V fl N) = IT or v fl N<K. 

d) By the definition of characteristic, V is a -rr-¬; roup and so 

VX <, G., for some xEG. Then VX is an s--injector of G, T byy 

1.1.4. c), therefore is conjugate to V0 by 1.1.2. Thus V0 is 

an '-J-injector of G as required. 

1.2 Fischer classes and the sets IIj. (G) and IIIq(G). 

If `s-is a Fitting class, an `--subgroup T of G is called a 

Fischer a 
-subgroup of G if T contains each a--subgroup of G 

which it normalizes. This is clearly eaui_valent to the 

condition that T contains each normal s--subgroup of any H<G 

with T<H. Thus the Fischer `J-subgroups are dual to the 

a-covering subgroups of Gaschütz. (T is an 36-covering 

subgroup of G if TE 9E and covers each 3 -quotient of any 

H<G with T<H. ) 

It is an immediate consequence of 1.1.4 c) that an ri-injector 

of a group G is also a Fischer 'J-subgroup of G. Thus denoting 

the set of Fischer "J-subgroups of G by III(G), we have 

Iý(G) C II%(G). It is one of the major disappointments of the 

theory that there exist `'4 and G where this inclusion is proper, 

that is the Fischer I 
-subgroups of G do not form a single 

conjugacy class, a disparity with the dual theory. (It is of 

course clear that in general IIj(G) is a union of 

conjugacy classes of G. ) The only known example of this is due 

to Dark [11], and we shall exhibit some Corollaries of this 

complicated work later. (See 2.7 and 4.1.3 c). ) 



Hoýiever, if S then I (G) = III(G) for all G. In 

f +. ct tie have the £o1.1. ojw. ºin5 uý: e-: 1ý11y stronger result.. due to 

Fischer, a proof' of which appears in F4]. J Fitting: class-(4 

is celled a Fischer class if 

II 4G E' ,N<H<, G and IT/1,,, "i has prime power order imply HC`. 

So certainly an S-closed Fitting class is a Fischer class. 

1.2.1 THEOREM (Fischer) 

I is a Fischer class implies II(G) = 11 (G) for all G. 

A further canonical set of `s -subgroups of a group G are 

the ' 
--maximal subgroups of G which contain the J -radical of G. 

We denote this set by III, (G), and observe that each Fischer 

I-subgroup of G belongs to III (G). Thus for arbitrary 
' and 

G we have 

Ia(G) C III, 
_(G) 

51 III,, (G). 

It is surprisingly frequently true of a Fitting class 
ý- 

that these three sets coincide for each G, that is, s--injectors 

are characterised as those - 
-maximal subgroups containing the 

`3' 
-radical. For example when 15 

_ JX 
(see 2.1.2), and of 

course when =-, for any set of primes Tr. (The Hall 

1r-subgroups are the -<. 
r-injectors of G) However, interesting 

examples of this phenonenä only occur when has ' full 

characteristic ', as we prove in the next result. 

1.2.2 Proposition 

I.:, (G) = III, (G) for all G implies or 4 - -'Sr for some `n . 

"Proof 

Suppose Aý `- 
, that is there exists a prime pý 7f = char g- 

. 

Lot G be an arbitrary -r-group. Each normal subgroup of. il = 

CP-G has order divisible by p, and so W 1. Now if 1 -4 Gq 

is a Sylow q-subgroup of G, then Gq Ea since qE -T = char 
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Therefore G 1_ies 
Cl 

by the triviality 

is an a-injector 

therefore 11 

Jil) IGi n nd GE 

some -T_ ý1; irýs1 suhgroiip H of 11 which, 

W and the hypothesis of te proposition, 

This holds for all q(jGI and 

But of course p 1111 since p ý7' so 

'. 'e deduce -S, C'J- , and equality 

in 

of 

01 

Follows since w= char tS. 0 
This shows that if rj is a Fitting class of characteristic 

ir and tj 4 -IS-7., then the question of the validity of I(G) 

Iil, x(G) is best asked for GE ýJ7 
, the class of 7r-groups. 

Of course, for such , the 5-subgroups of an arbitrary {Troup 

G are just the ''-subgroups of the Hall 7r-subgroups of G. Thus 

the problem of the embedding of the rf 
-subgroups of G divides 

into two, namely the embedding of the I-subgroups of a Hall 

-1r-subgroup GIr, in G,, and the embedding of G7F in G. Only the 

first problem is dependent on the Fitting class ', so when - 

has characteristic -lr it is natural to work within the category 

of -groups. 

In order to produce an example which shows that the converse 

of 1.2.2 is false, we mention a weil-known and useful technique 

for constructing groups with a unique chief series. 

1.2.3 Lemma 

Let H be a group with a unique minimal normal subgroup N where 

11 is a q-group. If p is a prime distinct from q then H has a 

faithful irreducible representation over GF(p). 

Proof 

Let V be the regular GP(p)H-module. Then H acts faithfully on 

some composition factor of V. For, if not, 1"2 (as the unique 

minimal normal subgroup of 11) lies in the kernel of the 

representation of H on each composition factor of V and 
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therefore, "! hy a wet]-J. nown result, must act trivially on V 

since a4p. This con l, radi cts the fact that V is the reý°ulcr 

CF(p)H-modale, co our assertion holds ord. r"re have a faithful 

irreducible G. r (p)H-module. Q 

1.2.4 Corollary 

Let pn,..., p2, p1 be a sequence of primes with GG 
E1 ý'1 

no two consecutive terms equal. Then there G1 

exists' a group G with a unique c hief series E2 r, 2? 

1= Gn 4 Gn-1 <1 G- G1 4 GG =G 
G2 

EJ 
and elementary Abelian subgroups E ,..., E2, E1 G n 3 

such that E. is a pi-group which covers the 

chief factor Gi 1/Gi and avoids , and the rest Gn-1 
- k 

E normalizes E for all 1 -' i4 j<n, so 
En, pry 

i i 
G-_ EnEn-1... E2E1 . 
Proof 

We use induction on n. If n=1 put G= E1 = Cp 
1. 

By induction suppose H= En`1... E2E1 has the required properties. 

Then 11 has a unique minimal normal subgroup En_1 which is a 

Pn_1-grotap. By Lemma. 1.2.3 there exists a faithfv1 irreducible 

GF(pn)H_module and we let En be its additive group. Clearly 

the split extension G=EH satisfies the statement of the 
n 

Corollary, and for each i=1,..., n, G/G, is a primitive 

soluble group with unique minimal normal subgroup Gi-, /Gi which 

is self-centralizing in G/Gi. Knowledge of familiar small 

groups and their representations usually indicates the orders 

of the first few terms in the series E1, E2, .... 
[] 

To specify the Fitting class in our example, we need the 

concept of the product of tiro Fitting classes, introduced by 

Gaschütz in [? ]. 
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11 

If tind ' -' eriL.;. ný, c1 a ,ýc. ýcruý ý äc f: ir. e, 2 

1 
IG : GIG E. a, ). This is a sv. bc1x'.; 3s of GIG 

{G. there oxists N4G such that ;TE`2 

the inclusion can be strict, but it is easily seen that the 

C12, classes coincide when 2= Q`3-2* Certainly r al 

but `21 51 ý2 can occur. pie now perform the routine 

verification. of some elementary facts concerning 2, 

returning to a fuller discussion in 2.6 

1.2.5 Proposzti_on 

If 3 are Fitting classes then 

a) 1 
a2 is a Fitting class of characteristic char 

"j1 U char (42 

b) G, 
12 

/Gý1 _ (G/G 
1)? 

for all C 

c) (1 
2) 31(Z 3I " 

Proof 

a) If IT 4GE '42 
, then Y/Ne1 = PT/N (1 G iTG 

1 
/C7 

1 

and NG,. 
1 
/Ga1 <1 G/G 91 

92, hence TT E `l 
12. 

If 1112 N1 , N2 4 N1 AT2 =G then G/G = N1 PT2/ G_ 
11 

1T1 G1 /Gý1 
. N2G, 41 

/G 
1 

and N1G41 /G 
1= 

ITi/ITi r1 G,,, 
1 

= 1T1/(N1) 
.1C 

"2 

so GE -13-2 * Op E`-112 if and only if CpE UJ2 , 

gives the rest of the statement. 
b) As we have remarked above, 2, so G, 1C G 

1 i2 
But certainly (G'102 

51 i G, therefore we must have 

15 G1_ (G, 
1,2 

)11 
. So G ,l 12 

/G 
1 

is a normal T 2-subgroup of 

G/G,, 
1, 

that is Gý1,3 
2 
/G 

S1 < (G/G 
11 

) 
52 = N/G,, 

1 
say. Again N. 

1 
<1 G 

so N1=G1 and NE S1 ` -2 , which yields the result. 

c) GE (` 1 
ý2) 53 44 G/G12 Et3 (G/G1)/(G/G1 )52 Eý 3 

(by b)) « G/G11 E 912 43 4GEJ2 93) 
"0 
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1.2.6 ample 

I: et `- YL 
. o. nd G ,? ¬;: roup constrl, et0d 

?G ý 
in 1.2. x! fro the sequence 2,5,33 2. 

ý 13 
Then T4 G and using 1.1 . i! b) we see 

3 E352 

that F_I(C). 

However I., E1 E III j(G) -T . 
(G) E42? 

1 
Taus JtC `, but I (G) -4. TII j(G) . 

Using similar techniques it is easy to construct a group 

G for which III (G) comprises arbitrarily many conjuý; acy classes. 

We end this introductory chapter with an elementary lemma 

and some cautionary observations. 

1.2.7 Lemma 

Suppose H. K<G, HIK and that the Hall er-subgroup G-jr of G 

reduces into H and K. Then G'7r y her ,HnK and 

(HG. 
n. 

)(Kn G, )= HK r) G., . 
Proof 

Clearly (Ti n G.,. ) (K n G., ) C HK n G. - 
(1) 

and (H n G, ) (K n G, -) 
I_ IHn Gr I II' n G, 

7. 
I/ IHnKnG,, ý (2) 

NOV IHIEI = IIII IKI/III n KI and G reduces into H and K, 

so taking '7r_divisors we have 

I HK I, 
r. _ IH n G, I IK n Gam(/ IH nKI., 

r 
(3) 

By (1) I (H n G.. ) (K n G., 
r) 

I< (HK n Gam. IHK I. 
i. 

(4) 

and of course III nKn G-, I, IHnKI, 
. 

(5) 

Then (2) and (3) show that we must have equality in (4) and (5) 

which implies the statement of the lemma. Q 

1.2.8. Proposition 

Suppose ' -is a Fitting class for which N1 1 N2 4G= N1 N2 

and V -injector of G imply V= (N1 f) V) (N2 fl v) 

Then 9,, for some. set of Primes IT . 
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T`roop' 

Tact char and sup?, ose Let T? be a Troup of 

minim, al order in 'So TTj =F say,, is the unique ma: _ir., -l 

norrrirl sub, -ronp of N, of index p say. By assumption Nc 

so F is a-maximal in N and therefore its unique 
s-injector. 

N is a 7f-group, so pC char 
5 and therefore I? /P Cp E 

Now G_Nx N/r is the product of normal suu1, Üroups 

{(n, 1) :nE N{ and {(n, Fn) :nC NJ, N1 and N2 say, each 

isomorphic to N and each having {(f, 1) :fC F} =F as its 

uniquc 
ý"--injector. Thus if V is an 

q-injector of G, by 

hypothesis V= (N1 () V) (1 2 fl V), so V={ (f, 1) :fL F} . 

However Fx CF E so V is not 5-maxima] in G, a contra- 

diction giving `_0 

This proposition shows why }G : `3, 
-injector of GE 21 

(where a, and (42 are Fitting classes), can fail to be a 

Fitting class when rJ1 + ýý for some For example 

G= E3 x C2 is the product of two normal subgroups isomorphic 

to E3, each of which has an at-injector which is a 3-group. 

However G itself does not enjoy this property. 

1.2.9 Proposition 

Suppose `j is a non-trivial Fitting class for which 

Ni' I12 4G= N1 N2 implies G= (fl1 ), 4(N2)1 Then 

Proof 

We may repeat the proof of the previous proposition to show 

that I 
necessarily has the form -6., for some set of primes w. 

Now suppose p and q are primes such that pE it but q4 "n' . 
Let N be a group with unique chief series constructed in the 

manner of 1.2.4 from the sequence p, q, p. Then N5-= M say, 

the unique minimal normal subgroup of N. G=Nx Cp is the 

product of two normal copies of N (in the usual way), each 
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with 
I 

-ra dica. O. Nx1. IIo ever it, is apparent that 

G. - J. 1 x 0p , trhi_ci, contradicts our hypothooi-s. Thi- 

our cunpoEed choice of primes i-v not po^Ni_l le : nd t: e 

deduce that I is trivial or equal to C] 

We shall even see in Chapter 5 that there exist Fitting 

classes - for which (A x }3)a = A, xB. can be false. 

These observations are in sharp contrast to the situation 

when ` is a saturated formation. For it is easily seen 

that if G is a subdirect product of groups A and B, then an 

-projector (respectively ` 
-normalizer) of G is a 

subdirect product of the 5 
-projectors (respectively 

A 
-normalizers) of A and B. 
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ä. ti, in^ cl^^saý Cllý. ntýr ?T artý1_e o-C 

In his chapter Mio shall try to : ind` c ate not of the i<nmTrý 

Fittin ; classes, a prop. -: ice wich in : i_ý self reveals that cur 

supply of example,; is very Limited.. Contribu. tinr to this 

spa. rcene2s, many of the techniques for deriving new formations 

and Schunek clasp: es from old ones fail to dualize. In particular 

no satisfactory 'local definition' for a Fitting class has yet 

emerged. Here we examine some established 'new from old' 

procedures, including the product and introduce a near 

one, paying special attention to discovering the properties 

which the new class inherits from the old. However we emphasise 

that fundamental examples of Fitting classes, the building 

blocks for these procedures, are far from plentiful. 

2.1 The nilpotent injectors 

We begin with a mild generalization of a construction, He 

we understand to Dade but also published by Diann, which 

characterizes the a, 
-injectors of a group G. A statement of 

the dharactf: i"ization also appears on page 705 of Huppert's 

book. 

Let 1 7riJ iEI be a family of pairwise disjoint sets of 

primes (so certainly I is countable and possibly finite), and 

put 1r =ý Ti and 7t = iF- W for each iEI. let be the 

class of those 7r--groups which have a normal Hall 7Vi-subgroup 

for each iEI, so every -group is a direct product of 

cri-groups for various i. is clearly a Fitting class, in fact 

iE I 

2.1.1 THEOREP"1 

If G E-'g then I (G) III (G) V: VE Hall (CG(G ,)) { iEI ýi 'i i X7'" 
]. 
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pp. oc) ' 

Clearly G == 
UG Suppose G 92 `TG and TE 
i-T 

So T. 
T, 

the unique Hall Trri-sub, roup of T, centralizes T 
1I 

and T GNow IT G-Q > Gh , and so 7r1 i7 `57r 
JJ=i 

/J7f j 

T7r, centralizes G Let V be a Hall cri-sub roUp of 

CG(G ) containing T. Notice V> Gryý XT! 

ppose this selection has been made for each iEI 

If i, jEI with ijj, then [V, Vom' CG(G )n CG(G ) 

which lies in CG(G,, ) since Tii U -rý = '7f" 

As is well-knot-in CG(G-) < Gn , so [V 
7r 

V? <, GX G. 

In particular V normalizes G3, V7r . Now by a previous 

remark and the construction of Vý 
J 

it follows that Gn V-TJ = 

GV of which V is the -radical., a characteristic 
J 

subgroup. Thus V-IF actually normalizes V, 
ý , so by symmetry 

[V. 
_ , V-r ]<V. r) V,, =1. We have shown T< TI V, 

.=V say. 
IJZ iE Ii 

Clearly VE JC, so it remains to prove that all subgroups 

constructed in the manner of V are conjugate in G 

G is a finite group, so there are a finite number n say, of 

non-trivial subgroups in the set {G :iC II . We may 
i 

suppose the labelling makes G6 ,...., Gý 1. Obviously 
" 'ýn 

G=1 iff GAr =1 and furthermore V=1 iff G=1 ý7r1 
i 

JL7r 
i 

For if G=1 then G=G which contains its centralizer X7r1 All a 

in G. so V=1. The converse is clear from V>G. 'Ti -7ri - It7ri 



0 
L '}: ti 

Let V=VxVx... xV and VV xV x ... xV be T1 72 IT11 w1 7F2 '71- 11 
. X. 

sub, -, r- oup., of C with jT, VEh ail (CG (G )) for :i=1,.. i 
Z s. i 

Xni 

Clealrl T there e; >ists xCG such that Vx 51= VTr CM 
11 

indLuction hypothesis, suppose there exists xr CG suc! i that 

Vi xr 
- for i=1,..., r<n. NOW V and V are 

i 7rr+1 r+1 

Hall 
, +1-sub[-; roups of CG (G ) (1 CG (Vý x ... x VW 

7rr+1 1r 
xxy 

so there exists y F_ CG(Vr x-. ) such that V7 r=V 
r r+1 rt1 

Then V,, xry 
= (VFr )y = V. for i=1,..., r, and putting 

Xy= xr+1 ' we have V7F xr+1 
= Vý for i=1,... , r+1 . 

The induction step is complete and we deduce Vxn=V. Q * 

When 7r1 ={ pi } the set consisting of the ith prime for 

each positive integer i So we have the immediate 
sfCA Lgage. 

2.1.2 THEORTT (Fischer-Dade) 

I3, (G) = III3L(G) ={ 
Ti V: VE Syl (C (G )) } for all G. 

Pl IGI PPpGI 

Fischer, in [1], Was the first to prove (though by a far 

more complicated argufinent) that all the t--maximal subgroups 

of a group G which contain the Fitting subgroup are conjugate, 

and Gacchütz has designated these duals of the Carter subgroups 

the 'Fischer subgroups' of G. To avoid confusion with the 

previously defined Fischer a-subgroups, we shall adhere to 

the term i. 
-injector. 

Now suppose that, for each iEI, -i is a Pitting class of 

characteristic 71i, where as before {7filiEl is a family of 

pairuise disjoint sets of primes. Again let 7fi =U 7i"i - Wit 
iEI 

Clearly is a Fitting class comprising those 
iI i 
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-fý^^'ý ou () " T'T}ý 1l'}1 }1"s. ýrl'; L Y! C)? ^'' ', ( 7, -il 1. %i 
.-n 

b«rou P 1Vinnr 1n 

gor ^lý_ iEI. l_;; a second corol_l. ar'T of 2.1.1 We have 

2.1.3 

If GC -r then I5-(G) IT Hý : HI is an -i-injector of 

V, 
X where V,, is a Hall -r i-subgroup of CG (G3t 

ý) . 
Irl 

PROOF 

Let H :7 
TI Ii ITV 

=V say, be subgroups of G constructed 
iEI Ii ICI 7r i 

as in the statement. Lec T be an -injector of G, T= Ti 
iCI 'i 

say. Certainly 
7C-, so G,, < T and therefore T7 centralizes 

Gýýi Let 1,7 
*7r 

be a cri-subgroup of CG(fl- 
,) 

containing T. 

Then TS TI 'rl %"1 say. By 1 .1 .4 e) T is an '-injector of ! "T 
iC- I ýi 

and by 2.1.1 V=Wx for some xCG. It follows that Tx is an 

1-injector of V. Now Vý V and the `--subgroups of V: are 

precisely its subgroups, so Vý r1 T= Tý x is actually x 

zi 
an 

5,. 
-injector of Vr . Thus for each iCI there exists 

yi C Vý such that H7 yi 
= T'r x. Notice that yj centralizes 

i 
V7r. whenever i4j, so putting y= TT y. we have HY=T 'ý 

1 iCi 1 ýi ýi 

and hence Hy = Tx. We have shown that a fixed injector is 

conjugate to any subgroup constructed in the manner of H 

which completes the proof. Q 

2.2 A class due to Gaschütz. 

For the duration of this section let R be a fixed but 

arbitrarily chosen Fitting class of characteristic it say. 

If p is a prune. Gasch tz defines ep(ý{) G: all p-chief 

factors of G between 1 and G), are central }. Given two 
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_ 
(_ 

chief icrico of C thror7h C- , the corn^^-, ^, oqdencc of MosCnonw'r 

ler. rný. rý iree factor betr: een 1 and. GX correspond, so GE ep (R) 

if all the p-ch: ef factor, between 1 and Cn in a particular 

chic' series of 0 are central. Ti p 17 then the centrality 

condition i Vacuous and ep(R) _-, so assure 

that pE "1-. 

2,2.1 Proposition 

ep(O-{, ) is a Fittgin; clsss and actually a Fischer class. 

Proof 

For simplicity Trite ep(3. ) 
. 

Suppose N4GCJ. Consider a chief series of G through 

PIx= iTn G. and G. Teen by hypothesis all p-chief factors 

of G below N tare central and it follows imiediately that the 

p-chief factors of N below N%in a refinement of this series 

are central in N, so NE r-. 

Now suppose 
ý N, 

j, 
N2 4G= N1N2. An easy induction 

argument sho,, Ts that, to prove GE-, we may assume that Ný 

and N2 are maximal normal subgroups of G. Let N=N, f1 N2 so 

GIN is Abelian. Consider a chief sories of G through Nand 

G% . The chief factors between N)t and G IL are G-isomorphic 

to factors between N and G, so are central. A p-chief factor 

it completely reducible as Ni--r: odule by Clifford's cf G below N, 

theorem, and hence by the assumption Ni Ea is central in Ni. 

It is therefore central in G and we have GCI as required. 

To prove ` is a Fischer class we suppose N4GCI and 

N<H<G with H/N a q-rrroup for cone prime q (possibly p= q) 

and we must show HE Whatever q is, the chief factors of 

H between "TT fL= N r1 H% and Haare H-isomorphic to factors between 

N and H. so are central as H/N E. gq, Since GE-, the p-chief 

factors in a chief series of G below N% are central, so the 
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p--chief fnctors of iI in a, renne one of finis ryeri. es below T'ýt 

are cen "Grý. 1 in I. T. 11 

low sur; o�e g in c subneJ; of -rr and We=ine c6! 3-L) 
_n c(O{) . 

PET P 
ý± ; ýý. s_n got rj 

= efor 2inniicity, it fol7 oars irnp: dj ately 

from the definition that the intorcect i on of a collection of 

Fischer clzisses is also a F: i ocher class, so by Fischer's 

theorem 1 . 2.. 1 , the previous proposition yields IS(r) - II, (G) 

for all G. However still ere is, true as we prove in the 

-''ollowin result. 

2.2.2 TI "OREPT 

I, j(G) = IIIS(G) for all G. 

PROOF 

As in 2.1.1 we identify the members of III (G) and exhibit 

their conju acy, so we must first look for G0 C. ) 11 

(1) (Gx )ý = Girl G, _ (Gx )ýý`ýýý =K say. 

Obviously (G )ý (G%) ,=G (n G If holds for arbitrary "f and 

In our case a normal rS-subgroup of Gx has all its 6-chief 

factors central, so is p-nilpotent for all pC C-, and hence 

lies in K. On the other hand KC' j- is clear. 

G Put L_ (Gýt)jn_tr and C= CG(K/L) < 

(2) K=G (1 KC and Gb KC E. 

For, K/L = (Gyj/L )jt by (1) and 1 . 2.5 b) , Gn ICC 

co K/L contains its centralizer in K 

ný. Gx/L. Therefore Gf1 C< IC and so Z 

F= K(G,,, n C) = Gin KC by the 1 
ý'ýýý 

Dedekind lair. Thus (KC)% =K and KC C 

follows immediately from the definition of '- 
. 

(3) If KC <TE- then Tp centralizes Op1(K/L) and T/KC is a 

a--group. 
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Here p iü a. n rrirne and, cas ^ý? rý'. ̀ rcý, T denote, a jylou 

p-subgroup of T. Ty certainly contains >, so ýll chi('-L' 

factors of T bett: cen I, -, -, id K are con )--al. In p articular T 

centres li7. es all the chief f, ctors of T between I and 

Op, (K rood L) and we deduce an usual that Tp centralizes 

Op, (K/L). So if pcT, then TP centralizes K/L and therefore 

lies in C. Hence T/KC is a 6--group. 

(ý. ) IIIj(G) 
ITT 

KCVp =V: Vp F_ Sylp(CG(Or, (7, /L))) I 

PC (7- 

Suppose KC TE 's- 
. By M9 T/KC is a 0--group and for each 

pE CT' Tp <- Vp for some VE Sylp(CG(0pt(K/L))). If p, qE 6"" 

and p#q then EV., VqJ < CG(OP, (K/L)) n CG(Oq, (r: /L)) C 

Letting G/KC, this means VP and Vq centralize each other 

so V=l KCV is indeed a group wh476h. contains T, and 
ºýt ne ß- p 

furthermore V/KC E 31. Since KC <G., to prove (4) it Will 

suffice to show that VE`. 

V. jL r1 KC = (K0)ß =K by (2). So chief factors V 

of V between K and VIL are V-isomorphic to 

factors bet. ". een KC and V, which are central Vý KC 

since V/K_C E X. If pE0, Op(K/L) is 
K 

centralized by C and by each Vq with q4p, 
L 

so V induces a p-group of automorphisms 
1 

on each p-chief factor of V between L and K, 

hence such a chief factor must actually be central in V. 

L is a 6'-group so we have VE rS(5) 

IC(G) = III, (G) 

In view of (4) it is sufficient to show that all the subgroups 

V are conjugate. Now Vp is a Sylow p-subgroup of the normal 

subgroup G p, of U and we have seen [Vý, Vq] _ 
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in V c proof 
7 ., _h'' , thec. i r-rorns .' 

cre cor i'. te in. C und i; bere: "ore since A<V , all she V 

pre con j'tn'tto in G. (: )e sh"`' l see in M pt er j that conjucacy 

in such ' itUat on rollouS from a rore genera l result. ) 

From tho !, )roof_ parcr_t t)u. t fo Thr it it ap 

ýö) G. i 
Yom- 

0 (I: CC (0 1 
(3'. /T, )) Mod ßäG) 

PP 
U 

2.2.3 Exar. n1. ß 

A. s an exrj.? ple of P. cia s of this type , consider c 

It is not difficult to show that this class is precisely 

{G: 0p(G) is centralized by all the p'-elements of G}. 

Furtherr: loro e3(- 3) contains }: n but not its subgroup Eý , 
T 

so e3 
K3) is a Fischer class (by 2.2.1) which is not S-closed. 

Notice that for the classes in both 2.1.1 and 2.2.2 9 it 

happens that an injector of an arbitrary group G has Sylow 

subgroups which are also SyloYr subgroi'ps of certain normal 

subgroups of G. This property is in fact a consequence of 

the classes being Fischer classes ,a result due to Fischer 

himself , and wo give a proof in Chapter 3. HOWever, example 

1.2.6 shows that II(C-) = III,, (G) does not follow when 
'J is 

a Fischer class or even an S-closed class. 

2.3 Groups with central socle 

We now turn our attention to a non-Fischer class. If p 

is a prime , let 
p 

denote IG: each minimal normal p-subgroup 

of G is central }, the class of groups with central p-; ocle . 

Clearly Y, C '-p 
. We suspect that this class has its origins 

in Kiel too. 

2.3.1 Proposition 

r-p is a Fitting class. 
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Proof 

Let T" be v. m-i, -, ji rrl rcrmal p-., i-'i; roup of TT , whe_ý e Tf vGC 

if 
yam; 

G iho i is , '. '_`i0 Li7_T7 2? normal sub{ roue of . 
INS; ,co C 

< I- C, > I'i ̀ i 
=K 

{1 x I, TC2 x ... x 
fi' 

r for suitable CG, 
G 

find 1S a r-! -roue. By hypot1, ccis 9 a. ni_nin'al normal subrroup 

of. G contained in < HG > is central in. G, so there exists 

r11 m2... mr EZ (G) such that mi E 
TTr' ri end rn 1 for some j. 

Now if nE IT then xn = m1 m2n... Mrn and x= xn Since xC 7(G), 

so m1n = rai for all nCN and for all i because the product 

of the I"T i_ is direct. Therefore 14 Mj C Ii j (1 Z(IT) , but 

Z(IT) <G, so Nn Z(TT) 4: 1 and by miniraality IT Z(N). So 

re have NE `ýp 
. 

Now let ICI be a mininal norm^. l subgroup of G, where 

G= N1 N2 D )'T1 ,12Ep If Ii f1 N1 41 then Ti fl N1 contain; 

a minimal normel subgroup of IT1 which by hypothesis is central 

in I11 Thus n fl z (IT1) 41. but certainly Z (N1) 4G, so by 

minimality M <- Z (N1 ). If mn N1 =1 then [11,111 ]=1. 

In either case IT1 (and similarly N2) centralizes PI , so r -ý Z(G). 

Therefore GE 
p, completing the argument. 

0 rj- 

2.3.2 Example 

3 is npt a Fischer class. For lot 1.1 = C3 x C3 G 
2 

be the natural module (under right action) for the 3 
l, r 

20 
subgroup A=< 

r011 
'[J>( E3) of GL (2,3) , 32 

and put G= 14A .LJLJ1 
1.7 has a unique minimal A-admissable subgroup , which 

is central , so GE 13. IIoirever , MA2 , an extension of H 

by a group of order 2, clearly does not lie in '13. 

2.3.3 Proposition 

For each G, G, = CG(p-coc C). 
P 



ýn 

Proof 

h1t C= CC (p-soc @) and' lot be a, r. -I1_n-ir'a. l_ of 
C. C <I G CoT: -= 

ý T? t'1 x Ti¬'2 M x .. x T"'_` r for . ýZý Llc: 4ýJ_C 

gi EG, and l`Iý`ýi if, rrin_i_i aJ. normal in C. Now a minimal nort a1 

pub ; soup or G contained in < ä'G > is central in C and it 
. , 

follows as in. the proof of 2-3-1 thý. -t T` is central in C. 

Th-us CE andsoC -G 
P 

On the other hand , each mi imal normal p-sub, roup N of G lies 

in G« , and therefore a minimal normal subgroup of G 
JP 

NP 
; ontainod in N lies in Z (G, ). Thus N (1 Z (G, )-1 and by 

minNality it follows that G centralizes N. Hence G4C. [] 

If '1r is a set of primes let denote 
nqp, the class 

P 
of groups with central 7T-soc. le. (Ile hope that the context 

will prevent confusion arising from our basic convention that 

Clearly : 
G=l1G=n CG(p-soc G) (by 2.3.3) = CG(7r -soc G) 

T 117 wpP P 
In particular if -SL denotes the set of all primes, G= CG(soc G) 

1L 

We gather from Professor Gaochütz that the following result 

has also been obtained by one of his students. 

2.3.4 TF )OR ! 

For each G IrýP(G) = IIIýP (G) _ CG(Up(Gp)) :P= p-soc G and 
P GP E Sylp(G) . 

, 
PROOP 

As in 2.3.3 let C= CG(p-soc G) = GaP . So P= p-soc C. 

(1) C= C(P) 

CE '-p 
, so certainly C centralizes P, that is C< CG(P). 

Each minioal normal p-subgroup of G is central in C, so 



fl rl 
() 

r ns t lie in p-. oc C. Thus --oc G r, L'ndi. I '1-'C' 11f, ">0 G(7'% 

ýving egllnh ity. 

(2) If C 11 G then p--soc IT 7='. it aTho H C'I. 
p 

then ý. -^oc I' 

= Cp(T). 

For let N be a of H, then either TAI P 

ýving egllnh ity. 

(2) If C 11 'Z G then p--soc it al-0 H C'I. 
p 

then ý. -^oc I' 

Cp(T). 

or i'. rl P=1. In the second case l,! cenIltra2. izc., ~P and therefore 

lies in :' by (1) 
. Then. Clifford's theorem teile us that 11 is 

completely reducible under the action of C, so i: P after all. 

if also HC `jp, then p-soc H ý-, - Cp(1. i) follows from what we have 

just proved. The reverse inclusion holds because P is elementary 

Abelian. 

(3) If C<HE r-p then p- oc H= Cp(H) = Cp(Hp) where 11 
pC 

Sylp(1i) . 

In view of (2) it suf ices to prove Cp(II) = Cp(Hp) , which e 

do by induction on IH/C I, the statement being obvious i, nccn H C. 

Let N be a maximal normal subgroup of II containing C. Jet Nn 

= Hp fl N. Then using our induction hypothesis we have 

Cp(N) = CP(NN) > Cp, (iip) > Cp(H) . 
a) If IH : NJ 4p, then CP (HH) is normalized by H, and by 

Maschke's theorem is completely reducible under its action. 

So since HE `3- 
we have C-D(IN) < Cp(H) , and hence equality P 

holds throughout *. 

b) If IH : NJ =p, then (fron *) Cp(Hp) is centralized by both 

N and Hp , and therefore also by their product H. So again 

Cp(HP) 4 CP(H) and equality follows immediately. 

(4) If C< HCp then CG(p-soc H) E5 
pe 

Certainly H< CG(p-soc H) =T say. Now let TAI be a minimal norrial. 
-1k AYýNM JAt 

p-subgroup of T. Then M <. P by,, j2) , so 1.1 contains a minim .1 
normal subgroup of H which , by definition , is ccntral in T, 



7G 

f '? `hen bfr y in ` l: -t`' 
1 rý (T) and 

(5) TH (C) } CG(CI)(Gp 
t 

)) Gp C Sylp(G) i 

ýýlzp Oe G, :-C <1 II C c nd ti ylp (H) IIp Gp C ýyl 
fý 

(G) . 

Then us ing; (3) p-ooc H Cp (II C(Gp) 

Now by (1) CG indnaces a p-group of automorph-i_orns of P so _irom 
p 

(2) it is clear that CG Cj , and so p-soc(CG )= CI, (Gp) 
p p p 

Then by (4-) we have CG(CI(Gz)) E 11 
p. 

Thus from ' we deduce 

T; a CA-soc H) " CG( C1, (GP)) E aP 
, which establishes (5). 

C; onjugacy of the 5ylotir subgroup of G now implies iii 
P 

(G) is 

n 
a conjugacy class , giving the statement of the theorem. 11 

We hove been unable to prove an analogous restiilt " for the 

class 5., 
, but we suspect that I (G) = III (G) for all G 

can be established using similar techniques. In particular 

(1) - (4) of the proof of 2.3.4 hold with p replaced by rr and 

P by S -ir-soc G, 
- 

, so the problem is to determine a suitable 
nr 

replacement for GP in (5). At least we have : 

2.3.5 THEOR I 

For each GI (G) = II (G) 
ir 

PROOF 

Example 2.3.2 show; r4, 
need not be a Fischer class , so we are 

denied an immediate proof by Fischer's theorem 1.2.1. However, 

we can argue from the structure of a group G of minimal order 

i*hich contains a non-injective Fischer c, 
_ subgroup E'a 

structure which Fischer uses in the proof of his theorem. Proofs 

of the details We require ((1) - (3) below) appear in section 

2.3 of L4]. 

Consider such a group G and subgroup E. Let P=G. 1 , then 

F= CG(R) where R= -rr-soc G9 by the remark following 2. >. 3 
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F is not an 'S. 
-injector of C, for ot'ricnri r, F t*ou7 ca. be 

in C, - i lid so F_ -E, would be an d : i_n j ec l or of G 

^ 1G co colntrary to Lot. V 'OJE' c^li of Cr 

a normal subgroup H of G coma inin T' and minimal cub j cct to 

V fl ii > r. Let K be rnaxim,, i amonthe nori^. l ubgrol pc of G g 

lying between F and H. Then by minimality of II ,P 

in K, so VnK-F. By 1.1 .7)V Covers or avoi. cI; i 

the chief factors of G, go it covers II/Ir since V rl 11 > F. 

Furthermore : 

(1) tlith H chosen ,K is unique. 

E 

(3) H/K is the unique minimal 

normal subgroup of G-/K. 

Suppose H/K is a p-chief factor 

of G. Let J/H be a chief factor 

of G. From (2) and (3) it follows 

that G/K is a primitive group , 

vnx 

and so J/Hi is a q-group for some prime q#p. 

Let V0 =V rl H and E0 E nj , so E0 covers J/H by (2). 

G 

J 
b 

H 
a p 

Iý 

(R) 

F centralizes R, so by Maschke's theorem Op, (R) is completely 

reducible under the action of VO. Since VO E it follows 

that V0 centralizes Op, (R). (4) 

Similarly E0 centralizes 0gI(R). Therefore rT = CG(Oq, (R)) is 

a normal subgroup of G containing P, which covers Jul. 1By (3) 

it follows that H< HK , and the Dedekind law gives 

H= (IT r) H), (5) 

If IT rl H4H, then IT rH<K by (1) 
, which contradicts (5). 

Thus H<N which implies that V0 centralizes 0q1 (R). Then 

(4) and the fact that p4q show that V0 centralizes R, which 

is a final contradiction, showing that no such G exists and the 

theorem follows. [ý' 



ý. ýý' ao]'1- ... .. 
it Ul rI' i'. I_" .; 

`ciii 

ýi is 'n .r if 

tne-j e-2, cro by coiljl"ý ', "clT U211. ý13eý -1rjec or, 

e l?; va1en L, if Cr in. G for all G. Such 

c1 '. ̂ : ýer - -eu ot1? died by 
. 
B1esseno'l and G^. sch itz in [8] 

, where 

e;, enued. l, � the e:. il. tho; 
_ýP, 

of x^, ýýr. ý, 1e, 
-ý s .; ees to i. ndic(^, t e that ear b. , <.. -r"aýe n . ý,. ., 

f 1ý Ze; e e_c , . rý ý a. n ýZ 

ica. j: L_on of normssl Fitting; classes is improbable. 

However , ;. re may add to our arsenal : 

2.4.1 TIC0711771 (Fieosenohl and Gaschütz [8] Satz 3.2) 

1G: epch element of G induces (by conjugation) an even 

permutnt: i. on of set of elements of 02, (G) 1 is a normal Pitting 

class. 

2. x'.. 2 TIýrT P I1 (Blessenohl and rraschütz [ß] from Satz 3.3) 

let p be a prime and Ga group. Let 1,11 ... , IýTr be the p-chief 

factors in a chief Serie: of G, and Di :G -º GL(Mi) the 

representation afforded by M. By the Jordan- Holder theorem 
r 

By 

the Map dG g TT det (Di(g)) C GP(p) , is well-defined. 
- i=1 

Then {G: dG(g) =1 for all gEG} is a normal Pitting class. 

, le shall require the following main result of [8] in Chapter 5. 

2. I .3T -- Gr'=Ti (Blessenohl and Gaschütz [81 Satz 5.3) 

is a non-trivial normal Fitting class iff G' ( GX for all G. 

2.4.4 Remarks 

a) the substance of 2.4.3 is the implication the converse 

being clear. 

b) An easy argument of Cossey shows that each non-trivial 

nornal Fitting class cmitain$ 
01 

, reinforcing the indication 
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C. r c, 
.1,. _ 

i_ 1. '_ V U. 
" ,, Cl r'. ý( ('ý^ý re 

- ý" 

c that the int"c, ; ~� c ý: i on o :n arbii_t_i-a;. ry colj. cct-i_on. 

ei" normal 2ittin cl Esc ýis normal , for it tells lie that 

tj%o in te. r_, ect_i. on contains { C-' .GE}-I, . ', _. 7n 

p:.? °t i_cui_ý. r 'here is , unique snn. llest norý o,. l Pitt inr; cla s. 

dy has as yet solved the tantalizing problem of : i_dentifyin 

this class , though. it is not difficult to verify that it i,, - the 

Fi_tting class generstod by 3D. IIawices has pointed out that it 

d: 'es not actually coincide with O, since 
D fails to contain D8. 

For if D8 ^_ GI for some G, then. the fact that Aut (D8) is a 

2-L roup plies that we may assume G is a 2-group. But this 

contradicts an old result of Burnside which asserts that a 

non-^sbel_nn group of order p3 is not the derived group of a 

p--group . 

d) 1.2.5 b) and 2.4.3 show immediately that , for any Pitting 

class and normal Fitting class , both 53C 
and 

Xa are 

normal. I-nother consequence worth remembering is that if the 

Fitting class `S contains a normal Fitting class , then 

too is normal. 

2.5 Pitting format ions 

: any of the easy examples of Fitting classes arr, formations 

too. Naturally such classes are called Fitting formations. 

A, 
groups of p-length 1} are examples. 

Notable among those formations which are not Fitting classes 

are the class 
OC and the class of supersoluble groups. This is 

exhibited by the groups Q8 and a primitive split extension of 

C5 X C5 by Qä , respectively. It is well-knoi-m (proved for 

example in [21) that a saturated formation locally defined by 

Fitting formations , is again a Fitting formation. 
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That ittir r form tioh� rood ro ecb 1)e t rt. ted ::.: demol1üt'r,: vb 
. ýa, 

by H ý.. nd his ox Jýp1e apýýcýý.:? rs in [1 2J . Je h vc had lit [Je 

success in anaiy; ý_in ' 
in the il ). 11ný: r of, previoýJ re U1_tý, t'/ e 

bel-av: iour of The cl- 
,, 
ass ho defines, , though we feel a succec, ý -u3- 

inventi, -^. tion would be il. lurnin^. t i_nr. 

This is a convenient place to set out a well-known result 

which we shall need later. 

2.5.1 Proposition 

If is a Fitting, formation and N1, N2 4G= N1 J. 71 2 then 

G- T"1 ISS". (Were G9-0 denotes the I 
-rocidual of (, that is 

the unique minimal member of the set of N4G with G/N E) 

Proof 

3E . N/ (N 0G) TT1 G"/G E Sn { G/Ct so T? 1 <G ýl I`? 1 since S 11 

G/IT19c Ný = N1 Tv 2/N1 'N=Nj TAT 9E /Ný ßd2 .N1 TT2/Ný N2 and 22 

NIN OC 9C Ný N r) IST N)= N1 /N1X (NI ý1, N2 )E{ ITS /1T ý} 

hence G/N T N2 is a normal product of 9C-groups since =Q. 

Therefore G9' <- N OCN2 since = NG The two inequalities 

together yield the result. 
0 

2.6 The classes rte, 
2 and '1 2 

If . is a FittinI9 class and -x is a net of primes we define 

to be the class of groups G in which an 4-injector of G 

contains a Hall W-subgroup of G. This is clearly equivalent to 

the requirement that an -injector of G covers all the 71-chief 

factors of G. We mak. the obvious convention that ($_ -S for 

all . Our chosen notation is perhaps poor 0 but has the 

useful advantage of brevity. 

2.6.1 Proposition 

For each and 7r : a) - is a Fitting class 



ýý 

c) The foJ_loutn<; are ecn i l'" rl(. nt 

i) r_ S-S-V 

ii) For each G, an -injector of G hF i it -indes7, in G. 

7, 
-' "S 1i1) 

iv) g 
=T 

d) If `ý is a Fischer class , so a]-, -o is 

Proof 

a) Suppose N4GC rjIr. So let V be an T-iti jector of G 

containing the hall -n-sub, ^roup Gý of G. Then V fl N is an 

-injector of IT containing the H l]. -W-sub Troup G-. nN of N. 

Therefore NE 

Now suppose Ill , N2 4G= N1 R?. Let V be an -injector of 
,7 E) 

G with a Hall tr-subgroup V7.. Then for i=1,2, VV, f1 (V f) y) 

= V, 
a. fl 

Ni is a Hall -x-subgroup of the s-injector V rl Nj of ITi. 

Now TC 5-7r clearly implies that e . ch Hall -7r-subgroup of any 

Thus T. contains a-injector of T is a Hall -r-sub{; roup of T. 

that Vý Hall -c-subgroups of N1 and 119 so it follows from 1 . 2.7 

`'. is a Hall 7f-subgroup of G and therefore GC 

b) The inclusions, 
7r 

are clear. 

If GCý, then an O'-injector of Gal contains a Hall 

w-subgroup of GT which is of course a Hall "7r-subgroup of G, 

and it follows that GE 57. 

TT is is clear , so it remains to prove the reverse inclusion 

Suppose GC )T and inductively tbat -groups of order 

less than jGI lie in ` 7. So a maximal normal subgroup N of C- 

lies in P. If 1G: NJ=pE ýtr then GE` 'rT 
,= as above 

and we are done. If p E'rr then since GEF )'r, G/H is covered 

by an r5 W_ injector of G, which already contains N so GC ý7 in 

this case too. Certainly 1E 4 and the induction is conplete 

so we have (`J')' C q' as required. 
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cý ý. 
) 

ýý 
ý. ý_) ýl"1. '.. 'J AJU 

ý-'. 

111ILc. l 
ý. 

L 
ý/tý, 

I.. 1 
oýt' 

,54 
111/// 'ý 

induct i-veiy that an 'j--injector of a group C of order le ,ý than 

c'"_nd I Ti? _i. CI has "s ndey. T, et V be an -_'. joc o of G 

nor: a, al subfroop of C' of inde.: p say. By the indaction hy oot hoois 

V rl IH has "1T-"i_nc1cx in N. Thus if pC 'W it follows that V has 

-ir-index in C- ne required, Assume pC -r' then by 1 .1 .7 b) (a 

Frattini arg, i4,.. iont) it follow-is that (V n P) is norr,. "aliücd by ta 

17D, 7.11 -rr'-sub«"roup G.,, say, of G, and Vn IT < (V n IT)G-, =H say. 

By supposition '- 
=` -S ,-ýo II Crj. 1, J-ow H must be r4-maximal 

in G, for otherwise V rl N< f-I r1 NC contrary to the fact 

that V fl N is an ý[-injector of N. So by 1 .1 .3 a) ,H is an 

-injector of G. H certainly has -ri-index in G end so the 

induction step holds. The statonent is trivially true when C- 1 

so the proof is complete. 

ii) iii) is clear 

ii) iv) . Certainly -C am. If GE then an -injector 

of G has ir'-index , which with 1i) impf los GE a 

iv) i) follows fror. b) immediately. 

d) Suppose TT <I GE 'j*1r, N<H<G where H/N is a p-group - We 

must show HE 'jIM 
, First assume pý -7r and let T be an 

'-injector 

0fH. NE so T r1 N contains a Hall '7r-subgroup of N, which 

by our assumption is a Hall it subgroup of H. Therefore HE`ý. 

ldowr suppose pE 7r , and let H, be a Hall -r-subgroup of H. Since 

GE '- we may choose an `J-injector V of G which-contains H. 

Then vnN4VE"I, v rl N<, v r) H and vn H/V fl IT is a p-group 

so v fl HE `J since "J- is a Fischer class. Now V f1 H contains 

H, 
1. which covers H/N Cp, and VnN is an p3-injector of N so 

it follows that VnH is an a-rnaximal 
subgroup of H. Then 

by 1 .1 .4 a) V0H is an 
a-injector 

of H, and hence HE 

0 



i) 2 

if 

s) The in. c: l u,, ion -4 c, -:. n bc: , tric t, - or example 

C A12} 
- 

-ýr b) The oppcrr,. tion -> 
` is no respecter of closure oper_ý1; ons. 

For instance E., i both a quotient and s. subgroup of En E 

but F3 1 R121 so this class does not inhiori. t either . 
the Q- or 

the S-clos cd property of 
n. 

c) The equivalence of 1) and ii) in 2.6.1 c) (first pointed out 

by Gaschl)tz) , together wit:, 2.6.1 b) , shows that an -injector 

H of an arbitrary group G has -7r-index in G, that is H contains 

a Hall -70-subgroup GT, say , of G. By definition of an 

--injector T of H contains a Hall 7--subgroup of H, so it 

follows by order that H= TG-n, . Thus the problem of determining 

the Yr 
-ir_jectors of G reduces to the identification of T. 

(Clearly all such subgroups T are conjugate. ) A natural ELtess 

is that T is actually an -injector of G and this is indeed 

the case when 
Z" is a Fischer class , as we shall see in 4.1 . 

Unfortunately this is not always true and in the same section we 

shall present a group G with an `J-injector which permutes with 

no Hall 7r'-subgroup of G. In preparation we conclude this part 

of our discussion of 
T 

with : 

2.6,3 Proposition 

If iý a Fitting; class and -ir a set of primes , and an 

'J-injector V of G permutes with a Hall ? r'-subgroup GI., of G, 

IT then H= VG,., is an i 
-injector of G. 

Proof 

The proposition is trivially true if IGI =1, so we use 

induction , supposing the result true for groups of order less 

than IGA . Let N be a maximal normal subgroup of G. By order, 

a Hall 7r-subgroup Vom. of V is a Hall -r-subgroup of H, so H= 

V71 GW, . It follows that (V,. l) N) and (G7T 
10 N) are Hall subgroups 
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/r 

. 
IT Iv i,. Y. 1, ýýý o wT <i r'r tý ý. J-"C, 'lc-fore 11, n IT 

' 
(lý IT) 

`G 
n `) 

"B-Lit (V. T (V n i,! ) (G r r, 7/T (-v. 
-, n P? n T; ) ^. ýZýl ,o tire 

have equality thirou; hoot 
.Vn ? 11 and Gam., n S1 are n -i_r_ j rc or. 

and at Hall -n-'-subr;. r. oup of IT 
. reo})ectivo]_y , so by induct, on HnT 

is nn -injector of N. We now shi. olT 11 is I 
-m(nxirm l in G 

than by 1 . 1.4 a) it follows that H is an `fr-injector of G 

completint; the induction ar{: ufinent. So sup. o, e H <, IC where K 

is maxi_mal in G. K contains V and G, 
n, and by 1 .1 .4 c) V is 

an s--injector 
of R. Therefore V contains a Hall 7r-3ubC roup of 

K and hence K= VG, 
f, 

by order , which yields 1K -H. 
0 

The following characterization of the injectors for the 

Pitting class 
'-1` 

2 is an application of our 
J 

concept. 

2.6.4 THEOREM 

Let and ,7? be Fitting c1a: ^ es and Ga group. Put (51 
2 

and 72 - char 2 Let T be an 1-injector of Gam 
2 

By definition of 
'1,2 

and the Fratt ini ar ;x rnont ,T is 

normalized by some Hall T2-subgroup G. 
ý of G. Let V/T be an 

2 

-injector of G. '2-injector of TG, /T, then V is an 
2_ 

PROOF 

We first-establish the result in two special cases. 

(1) If (T E ý1'7r 
2, then an 

a1-injector 
of G is an 

'Y-injector 

of G. 

This is trivial if G-1, so we argue by induction , supposing 

(1) holds for groups of order less than IGI. Let N be a maximal 

normal subgroup of G of index p say , and H an 
j1-injector 

of 

G. Certainly NE 1ý2 . If H covers G/N , 
(as is of course 

the case when pE 7f2 since GC2 by assumption) then HE 

and H properly contains H fl N, which by induction is an 



ýp 

of N, TT i ir. G für d ,0 hv 
I"1" "1 

- 

hus i'. 'e G, ýT ý" ý:: 17"C 1. J'? ýCý p2 C 1-1 1n 
r4 

i'^_Ct ýJ-' of 

l1 ar_d thorofore rý ýr induction -iso r . -n 
'--: i nj Cc i, or of IT. Tu t . 

then if -7 <JE, it follo. r., tha;, T -1 _- Jn IT and So II =J 

becaia. so If is : i.:. ]_ in G Then J/J Hfl IT G/IT C1 2 L 

which colitr^. dictr JCl:; e deduce that H is Jr G 

and by 1 .1. q. a) is a'= n -in j cctor or G. 

(2) If GEý 1IT 2 R, then '? 'C 
W 

is an 
1--injector 

of G. 

Since ' 
172 2,5 , by 2.6.1 b) ,GE( 2), implies 

2 
G/G 

-N2 
E )172 

and 7r2 2 by definition of 7F2 
J1 

Therefore TG,, lies in 'I and covers G/ 
a 

(2) then follow 
212 

from (1) and 1 . 1.4 b). 

Now let K=F (G mod G, W? 
) =G2 Put 1'7r2 =KnG, ý2 , 

11 
a Hall -'r2-subgroup of K. By (2) TT- 

7r2 an a-injector of K. 

(3) T is '1 
1-maxima)_ in K. 

For if not suppose T< T* <, K with T* C Then by 1 .1 .4a. 
) 

T is an -1-injector of G 
7rT* =S say. It follow: that 

.2 

SC rg ,2, 
but S sn K<G, so that S<Gý, t-rkii_ch implies 

-2 

TG, a contradiction to the fact that T is an 
'1-injector. 

ý2 
1 

of GI 
2. 

1 

(4) Suppose either a) Tlýn HC 

or b) TK 
72 

H< TG 
'r2 , then HT 

We have T=H f1 G1 
IT- 24 

11 and TK 
r2 =H rl K4H, because 
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T nýý ýýýrý in Gý. 

T 
and 

2 

by (1 ) ý-. n_d (2) 
, and _n ca sc b) ,., nd ir'-: inclex in T1, 

ß 2 

G and T',. rc; 
2 

: ctivelýr Sr E :', 
72 

"" rl 11 -n-ß 
-t 

1 

Y. n Jr c CCrtý: Ln 1.. ýT TP 1l IT ,-. cT i- norm ý. 1. 
ý1 1 

1-r»br, -, r. o'1p of IT , l. yin. ý' in K. Then by ()' T= Ir 0 1-1 ,o 

we hnve II, 
, X 

II 'T and therefore [G- 
I -rr2 151 

G 
ý 7r2 

2 1 1 1 

trhAch nays H ) centra. lisec F(G/C 
. . Fo1: T a stand ard result 

1 ý 2 
-1 

implies H(K and so T 
1 

=H as required. 
1 

(5) The canonical map induces a 1-1 corr. e^pondonce between 

{ rJ 
-surrrroups of TG containing T17 

'r2 
} and 

{ 
2-subgroups of ýIGý /T contý+inine TICI, /T } 

72 

For if TK (H TG , then by (4) H=T so that 
72 -rr21 

HE iff H/TC '3--2 
. 

Now let H be an '-injectcr of G. 
. 

Passing to a con ju ; ate if 

nece^sary , ý. ro may assume that H contains TITS , since by (2) 
G 

TK is an 
'3-injector 

of the normal subgroup K of G. 
?_ 

Then by (4) HT, so H/T is a 'ßf2-subgroup of 1,! G(T)/T 
1 

of which TG72/T is o. D-111 "I'2-subgroup. Thus we moy essvme 

further, that H< TG. 
0- 

Now let T4 TK 
7r2 

a .... 4 TG 
72 

be a series with nilpotent factors. 

, 
Then using 1.1.4 b) and (5) we see that H/T is an 2-injector 

of TG 
'r 

/T and hence conjugate to the subgroup V/T constructed. 
2 

in the statement of the theorem. So V is an '-injector of G 

as asserted. 
0 

2.6.5 Corollary 

2,... ,n are Fitting classes and put Suppose '1 
, 

4gr 



4n 

r1 
. ýo: j 2,..., r , 

`l2 
". " G 

,, l. r n 1 ) 

-1. et W ch; -. r( ... 
` 

_) sind }: i? i 

-TF 1O. I: et C0 -1 n0 for ýTr 

ý. -- 1,..., n let G. G 

so by 1.2.5 h) Gi/Gi-1 - (G/Gi-1 

i 

=G Notice n+1 == so G 

G2 >G rý 
1 2Jý 

. rl 

c 'I 
am? G1G 
1 Suppose Va an -injector of 0 is 

then (V nG )G /G is an 
G0 1 

i-1 l-1 j 
ýi-injector 

of G1/Gý-1 . Loosely 

V covers precisely an. 
Ji-injector 

of the ' ith ' layer of G. 

Proof 

The result is obvious when n=1 

Suppose n=2. By 2.6.4 and the con. ju, acy of injectors , 

V/T is an 2-injector of T%. /T for some 
'1-injector T of G1 

2 

and Hall 1r2- ubcroup G. of G. Now for. x , the map C TG 
A- 2_ 2 

Tx -> G1 x is an isomorphism TG 
r. 

IT , G1 G. / G1 since T= TG- rl G1 . 
22 2 

Thus VG1/G1 , the image cf V/T under this map , is an 

g2-injector 
of G1G71- /G1 which in t rn is a Hall. n2-subgroup 

2 
of G/G1 

. Since char 12 = ßr2 ,. it follotirs that VG1 /G1 is an 

-2-in je at or of G/G and we already know v r1 G1 =T is an 
I1-injector 

of G1 , so the result holds I n this case. 

I? ou suppose n>2 and inductively that the result holds for the 

product of at most n-1 classes. Settinm 2`3... n 
the induction hypothesis implies that VG1/G1 is an jL-injector 

of G/G1 and V0 GI is an 
p, 

-injector of G1. Since Gi/G1 = 

(G/G1) for i=2,..,, n ,a second application of 
ý23 

... 
`ýi i+1 

induction (with a suitable isomorphism theorem) gives the 

statement for n classes and the proof is complete. ý] 



lj 

L L, 

for° each GT (G rc`) C, ) 
1 

__ 1 
and b) I: CI 

I ý(a) 
TIT, (G im)d. C). 

In pp rt iculn. r , if al, -'O (G) (G) for all G then 

(G) 
112(G) 

f or all G. 
1L 

Proof 

a) If `52 then char t is the 'et of all primes. Clearly 
Mi£, _Zl 1r1res }_^ 

so in this case 2.6.4 states that t? ýe ý1 J1 

inverse ina{; e of an 2-i_n jector of G/G in G, is an 
51 r52-injector of G and by their conjugacy all l 

rS2-injectors 

of G have this forrm. This is statement a) 

, Ii we have b) Subpose G, ,<H "<_ G Since G5142 
12G, 

nIii = (G 
, 2), =G, as usual so N112 

, Iii1 <G, 
121121111 

We deduce that H centralizes G 5112 
/G , which by the 

ý1 ý1 

supposition ýC 
2 contains the Fitting subgroup of G/G, 3 1. 

So by th-- often quoted result, HI1 <G 1112 and hence HI1 = Gj1. 

(The crux of the proof of 2.6.4 is a disguised form of this 

argu =ment) We have HE1 r52 iff II/G E2 and b) is nozvr clear. 
1 

9 

Despite 1,, 5(G) = III (G) for all G, example 1.2.6 shows 
that the final sentence of the statement of 2.6.5 does not 
follo; i without the assumption XC 

-2 . 
(Recall that by 1.2.2 

R 11 2 and I12(G) = III'12(G) for all G implies ''2 
= for 

some T. ) However I-13 
-n , *ST(G) = IIIýýýQ (G) = Hall,, (G mod 07, (G)) 

holds for each G by a similar proof since 07,1r (G)/0, 
ß, 

(G) contains 

its centralizer in G/0I, (G) for all G, as is well known. 

2.6.6 THEORI- 

If 'j, 
and 

12 
2 are Fischer clae;,, e n then so also is 

1112 



12 

P1? OC: ' 

Suppose IT <] C r. rd IT (. <G ýrheý_ e 7, /1T is ý'. T)-L; rCPP . 

H/ (f . '1 GC, , -> TG 
9"2 

J 
11i11 `- 

(HG /G )/(PG /r a. p-crrov. p ' so n) G)C ^iYice 
111,41 

is a Fischer class bTj assumption. 

H l> fI f1 G> IT nG 'j-, <] GC1 E'. nd IT .1G /I\T (1 G i. s ý.. 

p-group , so I1 fl GC rý'1 
since is a Fischer class by 

assumption. There-11"ore !1 (1 G and so J1 J1 

H1 f1 (H () G )I ^ ('.. '1 G '1 
) (H n IT) = (H nG )I 

x"1 = II ^ý G 
1 t1 11 

with help from the nodul r law. Thus -,,: a have 

H 11/ (Ii 1G)C2 and 

(H r) G )Ted 
1 

H/(H f G, )N is a p-group 

G ,o it too lies in 
12 

ý1 

Applying part b) of the following ler ?a, we deduce 11/11ý1 2 

?. 6.7 Lemma 

Let I be a Fitting class and suppose A. B<G with A fl B=1 

and G/AB ;E Then a) GA , G/B CI implies GC 

and b) G /A 9GFI imp i. es G/B 4 

Proof 

We need only show that G is isomorphic to a subnormal subgroup 

G0 of X= G/A x GIB and furthermore that X is generated by G0 

and G/A x1. The conclusions then follow immediately. 

Let N= AB and put G0 =¬ (Ag 
, Bg) :gEG}, then G= G0 

since AfB-1. Also G0 > N/A x P? /B and so G0 sn X because 

G/IST E D, 
. 

(A , Bg) = (Ag , Bg) (Ag , B)-1 so X= GO(G/A x 1) 

and the proof is complete. ['j 



r, ». sts .ýnn ! ]1 eC v10 ý 3, ý of [4 ? r,,, rýj; ] e'T IZ'(' ý 
the -� 1pr 

,l 

i" ý. 'ý and 
_ riet 0.27, ý.. r , i: - nry 7. '. )_tn{ i. ti ých ow , for an ý, 

pri e ýý 
71 7V 

i. `s' a. cti, al I_yý 1'ýl sehe C].: '.. ̀ , CO ? IOYI- 

Fischer: " c7-a:,,: cannot be expressed in the form 
n 

(n)ýplP 
P 

for choice of Fittint; clý sses { (p) } Notice that 

(I rs,, s, 
p, so this too is a. Fisc'! hsr class for any 

al_ip 
It is not difficult to show that the Fischer class eq(ý(ý) 

mentioned in 2. 
.3 cannot be put in this form eitý er, .,, o there 

is no hope that this direct e Y! alogue of local de i ir, i t ion for 

saturated formations, yield: even all the Fischer classes. 

We would point ouL that the class J=fJ (p)-"Jp, "Jp 
all p 

considered by iisrtley in section 3.3 of his paper, actually 

coincides with where 'ý =( (p)'ýp, , so by 2.6.5 
all p 

I, (G) III, (G) IOt(G mod G, ) in this case. 

b) We have been unable to settle the problem 

S 'i = 
ai for i= 1,2 implies S '1 "2 - "1`ý2 

It can easily be seen that an example which exhibits the 

falsehood of * would necessarily have J2=Q 
a2 

, and conversely. 

it is very likely that such a class "2 could be"incorporated 

into an example to deny *. Nobody seems to know a Fitting class 

with S=I: Qa, though we expect one exists. Since 

{S, N01-closed implies {ä, D01-closed implies PLO-closed, this 

means that all known S-closed Fitting classes are actually 

S-closed Fitting formations. Hawkes has conjectured that these 

latter classes are the so-called primitive saturated formations, 

1-29 

p. 

c) As in 2.3 let 'p be the class of groups with central p-socle. 

0 



A 

E-1110i'T: 3 that the p on c'. 

behaves poorly with reopeci; to product;: , specifically 

, 1f 
-ý1 

3 j2 
__ 

Mý11 1121, Let H 
_- 

M, (2,3) 1 5810 and le-ýL 

G=H1. 
- 

): constructed with the Dorrnubation 1e ronentation 

of E3 , I; o to b, -ý,; c {; roue ß of G is ;. ̂ onorphic to II xHxH 

H h,, -as a central unique r_! inimal normal subgroup Z say, of order 2, 

and hence L 2, BC (where C ,. is the Sylow 3-, -ub ; roiap 
1I) 

2 

of E3) since C3 acts in a non-trivial and completely reducible 

manner on ZxZxZ It fc)7_J_ozrs trat 1307 is an 2 
r"3-_ý 

nj ector 

of G, so Gq (42''3)121 Ho. rever LC2 (where 02 is a ý. lotr 

2-subgroup of E3) is an 
r4 

2-injector of G and covers all its 

2-chief factors , so G F_ ý 
2J21 and hence GE` 2121 

r, 12} 

We end our ' new from old ' section with some obser ctl_ons 

2. on the intersection r42 
of two Pitting eJ. asses and 

It seems rarely possible to relate the injector, of a group G 

for the class 1n 
ý2 to those for the classes 

11 
and 

In particular (1n r42)-injector 
= ; 1l-injector n "2-injector 

in each group , is nearly always false and we give two simple 

examples. 

2.6.9 Examples 

a) Again let `p be the class of groups with central p-socle. 

Put J- `2n `-s 
. IxetN3~c3xc3 X7202x c2and]. 1= 

T-T3 X H2 . Lot A= E3 act on N3 as in example 2.3.2 and on H2 so 

that N2A = E4 . Put G= rA . Then GE3 and MA 2 is an 
'-2-injector of G, but N is the unique ' 

-injector of G 

b) Now put 7 (p) __ýp, -sp-ýp, the class of groups of p-length 1. 

Let (2) n rJ'(3) 
and let G be a group with unique chief 

series constructed in the manner of 1.2.4 from the sequence 

3,2,3,2 



'15 

;.: an of G. 

r".. .; 3 -1 ý 17 i1: `: Y'f'c. t, ý., ' ý 
2 

. -I. -, o an 
1-injoc-L-o 

° of G 

1 

2.7 
l. tencri, I. r, (, 

1 
ill 

IJi CZLý. 
1. J 4CiS lýI.. J 

No disci ;,. r ion of ezmr les of Fitting c1ß sse. -, could end w . 
bout 

r 

s, ä: e rernt r1x on this topic. The important tý enerc,. l problem of 

determining the smallest Fitting; class containing a given set 

of groups seems a very thorny one indeed reflecting an in,, -ability 

to handle normal products. For instance, many more able minds 

than our own have been applied to a determination of the r i_t hing 

c], -, ss generated by F. 3 , but vithout succors. The only real 

progress in defining a Pitting class by a construction process 

starting with a certain group, was made by Dark in [111 
. As we 

mentioned in 1.2 , the importance of this paper is his 

construction of a group with a Fischer rf'-subgroup which is not 

an 
«-injector. 

Leaning heavily on Dark's techniques we now 

construct a family of Fitting classes which, because we are no 

longer trying to concoct simultn. neously a nastily embedded 

subgroup, are less complicated than his class. 

2.7.1 Proposition 

Let p, q and r be primes such that 

a) pýn where n= order of r mod q, and 

b) 1<n<n and mIn where m= order of r mod p. Then 

i) The elementary Abelian group E of order rn does not possess 

commuting autonorp}isms and ' of orders p and q respectively. 

ii) There exists a group H with the following H 

unique chief series. Furthermore E is aFp 
q 

minimal normal subgroup of P. E 
n r 



n! 

The 
_f0ý_ý. GiT:; _r: r firn f"!,: r; rýC[, t : "rc eý_ý_-ý:? 'our 'e u] l (, nee -fc-I' 

T. T. 3 of 71)3)Per's 1)001-)- 

(1) "Iacah rý. on-t_r_iv i_ l_l 1 Y1^cchiC'ý.! ). ý C "o. ''ý(r)C -I odule C7.11", icii 1 Cý7 n 
Ci 

and each non-trivi_cI 
-1-r ^CCýl'C1. ýJZe m? (r)C 

_riodule 1'a !!, 'Lmen-ior r1 
p 

(2) The set of all maps from GF(rn) to itself of the form 

x xr_ where 04XE GIS (rn) and 1 ý-, t- IT , is r). group of 

autornorphi: ms of GF (r. n)± (E)r Zhick is a split extension of 

a cyclic group B of order rn-1 (the set of multiplications 

x-X x) by a cyclic group A of order n (generated by the TrobCni<<s 

avtomorphism x -º xr) , 

i) By assumption b) , 
(1) and T 7aschke's theorem, C., K) -f 1 

The Lact that DC, and (11 commute implies that norm-. li Icj C, 1(0() 
but by (1) (b acts irreducibly on. B, a contradiction ) so such 

commuting autoporph isms do not exist. 

ii) Consider the group AB of automorphisr s of E as ire (2) 
. 

By definition of n, qI rn-1 , so the cyclic group B has a 

unique subgroup <b> say of order q, which by (1) acts 

irreducibly on E. Since pn by suppositi. on, the group A hnq 

a subgroup <a> of order p, and <a> will normalize <b> 

By i) this last action is not trivial, and putting 

H=B<b><a>, ii) is established. (Notice that nI q-1 

since rq-1 11 mod q, so certainly pI q-1. ) 0 

3357 

7 31 61 1093 

23 53 310 37 

It may be verified that these are possible forms for H. 



ý ý-, 

N'o'r. i t ýi c f'. (f7'nl) rý^o'oT'i1.1 
; --i- GIYýUýl-. L. lýF: 7.1_ ý. rý" 7+. 

_'Gi 
1)0 .? Ü. l C'ý_'. ýý D7:. 'c duct O:, O:: ' LLri G", it I7l^ ß'1);, r 

E'uh, -Xou J) of v- , hose 'o ror of p , t]-). d lc i ý_'f. { yý GST 

p- 1? bgroup YID of Y acts nor-trivially on the nor :l st bl, ", (,: p 741 

of cL. c'_2 direct factor ii of Xy 
P 

, )iicl. er the n ti1rR1 pro )ection onto any direct factor of X' is 

"JL 
non-trivial. Lei; be the set of. all euch groups Y to;, -ether 

with the identity ß: ro». p. Our. aim : i, -, to prove that the sot 

{G. Opi (C-)/0p(G) C'J I is r Pitting class. 

2.7.2 Lemma 

T. f L, T-1 a LM =G then G/Op(G. ) EJ. 

Proof 

Certainly I= Op(Y) for all YE, so we may suppose L, 141. 

Let R and U be the radicals and S and V the ýx, 
-r.. adicals fr, q}_ 

of L and N respectively. R is a direct product of copies of F 

R= FI x F2 x ... x Ft say, and since F has trivial centre it 

follows by an easy argu rnent that any normal subgroup of .Z 
isomorphic to F must be one of the Pi . So calling; these copies 

of P occurring as direct factors of R and U' normal factors 

be have : 

(1) Any automorphism of R (respectively U) permutes its normal 

factors. 

Let E be a fixed Sylow system of G, L99N 

E_{ GP, Gqv Grp .... }. 

Then E reduces into L, M, R, U, S, V, and R 

the normal factors of R and U. By 1.2.7 

Gp = (L nGp) (P'I nGp) etc. , Gp normalizes S 

Gq and Gq normalizes Gr . These facts will 

be used without mention. 

U 

V 

(2) The normal factors of R and U arc normal in RU . 



ý; ' 

TBC; ' be c. Ctor of - }}rl 

c'o by (1 } 1_', '1cß 1' re ci i_; t: i_n Orm1 Czý. c>>ý.. Of (; 

If b>FnGTi; rien (b-1 )X1:, [:; 
, b] Cs 

r-cl ernent of r, (b_ I }. 
centYc, ý_1. ý. ýies c cinc: n it 

lies ]_'il a 

x 
different normal factor of U, T] isr3 e--1 cb __ c--1 c 

(b-1 ). 11 
_ 

WQVA4Yivial [c, [., b]] E. S. But S is, Abeli^n and b centralises nor-ele, -ent 
Y of F, therefore 1 [c, b] [c, bý 'EF !1F-1, a contrad_i ct: ý_on. 

NOW let F1 be a normal fra. ctor of R and put < b1 >= F1 o Gq . 
Suppose b1 does not normalize F, then F, Fb1,.......... ,Fb1 

are pairwise distinct normal factors of U. F1 4 TL <I L14 , so 

[b, b1 , b1] E TT r1 F1 . Since F4U this implies that [b, b1 , b1] 

normalizes r. But [b, b1, bl] = b1-1b-1b1bb1-1b-1b1-1bb1b1 

= (b-1 )b1 b(b-1 )b1 bb 

2 b1 (b1) 2 
Yý 

= b. (b- ) 
.b since F, F1 

2 
Fb1 commute in pairs. So [b, b1, b1] is a non-trivial q-element 

of F1 which normalizes F. Having shown that S normalizes F, 

this implies F1 normalizes F. Then (2) is an immediate 

deduction. 

(3) If F1 and F are normal factors of R and U respectively and 

P1n., r- 41, then F1 =F. 

By (2) F1 and F are norma.,. subgroups of RJ , so P1nF4F, F1 

Now F and F1 have unique minimal normal subgroups (of order rn) 

so P. 0F41 implies F1 0 Gr =F0 Gr =E say. 

First suppose P<R, and let R= F1 x F2 x ... x Ft be the 

decomposition of R as the product of its normal factors. Then 

<b>=Ff1Gq(Rf Gq_ (F1nGq) x (F2nGq) x ... x (Ftn) Gq) 

so for j=2, , .,, t EFj r Gr , b] -' Fj f Gr nF=F. nE=1 

Therefore b is an element of R1 Gq which centralizes 
(F2 x ... x Ft) n Gr which implies bE F1 , and hence F= F1 



Il fl 

iIou we shr. 1.1_ P, ;, ime or f ^ilý 1_Vý'ý tr b 

a contrL'C. . ̂, 
t7 on. Cýe: i': lni ' on o the cý_c. >� 

e1. ement a, E 
_T_, 

f ist wh-1ch acts anon-triva--_ 
-1, 

- on I' 1. 
Then C+. 

(1) 
" normalizes, E, SO i'i Pl which i, -, 2. no. actor of U by 

I? ouu E lies unique norm. 1 fector of U, so a1 n. ormoli.:. c. > F, 

whence it normalizes Ff Gý <b>, which implier, 

[b, a 1] CF rl Go fl L. But F rl CT fl I., -1 by our ý. sslýrrýtioý?, and 

therefore a1 and b induce commuting autororphisms of E 

2.7.1 i) and the proof of (3) if-, complete . 

(4) RU - (direct product of those normal factors of R which 

intersect U trivially) x (direct product of those normal 

factorc of U which intersect R trivially) x (direct product 

of the normal factors of Rn U) . 

_= 1 First suppose FI is a normal factor of P. such that F1 fl P 

for all normal factors F of U. Then u sing (2) , 
[F1 

, F] < F1 nF=1 for all normal factors F of U, hence 

[F1 
, U] =1 and so F1 nu <- Z(U) =1. Thus for each normal 

factor F1 of R, either F1 nU=1 and F1U = F1 xU, or 

F1 nF41 for some normal factor F of R and then F1 =F by (3). 

(4) now follows. 

(5) The normal factors of R and U are normal subgroups of I1,1 =G 

For let aC 11 n GP , then by (1) a permutes the normal factors 

of R. If F1 is a normal factor of R with F1 4U, then 

F1 a Us' =U also. Then [F1 
, a] < F1 apt fl M F1 aF, nU=1 

by (4) , so a centralizes F1 . If F1 is a normal factor of R 

lying in U, then it must be a normal factor of U as we saw in 

(4) , so FI, is normalized by a. Thus a normalizes each normal 

factor of R, and the deduction of (5) is now clear. 

Suppose F is a normal factor of both R and U. By (5) FaG. 



5 1) 

. 
(itr (1. efil:: -1-tion of i; he cl?. z; " Js 'flare C>_i_"t el mental a! .) 

ýl r 

-iid a. C 1"; f emclh which nets G ', ion--t ri ric lr on F 
p 

<b -- n Ga<a,, 
-, 1> __ 1 rý vsP gr v rha. c 

q_. 

nor l ýeý both. <b> and ,-rf G , If o. C' centralizes 
r 

<b then ax centralizes Ti by 2 (T'') > 

but P/C, < b > is certainly c; vclic sind n either a nor a1 

centres lines <b>, so it follows thr-t 

(6) <a> and < a1 > induce the spme Enuto iorphisros of F. 

Fow suppose F is a norr: al factor of R zrith F rl IT -1 

Then by (5)[F, T. i nG 
P] 

F )I. T= 1 111)U= 1, so the 

automorphisms of F induced by G are merely those induced by Rf GD. 

It folloirs from this and (6) that for any normal factor F of RU, 

the split extension [P]Gp/CG (F) is isomorphic to H. Also 
P 

CG (F) is a maximal normal subgroup of Gp and hence CG (RU) 
PP 

is a normal subgroup of Gp with Gp/CG (RU) an elementary 
P 

Abelian p-group. Of course 0p(G) centralizes RU and hence 

0p(G) _: CG (RU) 
. We have therefore established that 

G/Op(G) E 'J 
as required. 

0 

2.7.3 Lemma 

If 11 sn YE and W is generated by its r-elements then 1-1 E'J . 

Proof 

Let W4 11,11 4w2a.,. 4 Wn -YE, then by well-knoz-m results 

[Op, (Y), 1T ]- [Op, (Y) , 1. Ip , l. p ,".. 1"1p] <W. where Wp is a 
n term. 

Sylow p-subgroup of W. From the structure of H it is clear 

that the normal subgroup [Op, (H) , Hp] must coincide with Op, (H). 

It follows that [Op, (Y) 
, !,, 1 ^K say , is precisely the product P1 

of the normal factors of Y on which 11p acts non-trivially, in 

particular K'. -1p E rýj 
. We have YNp<W.. on the other hand I0. -Ip q Y. 
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?Z COT! 
-??. 

f C' r- i . _(, 
I: @ C': 17 

. 

2,7 .r 

-- G Or" (0)/G (G) is }i. t, ±; ink c_l_<. ss 

PROOF 

ttý? }ýOSe i}1 , T, rý ý1 }T1 N`) __ G. 'hen by 2.5 .1 

OPA (G)/01 (G) = 0P' (ß, T1 )Or. ' (Try)/0. 
ß(G) 

= Op' (N )O (G)70p(G) 
. 0Pf (IT )0p(G)/0. 

ß(G) p 

and OZ't (ITi)0P(G)/0p(G) o''(1. Ti)/or' (ITi) n 0P((,, ) 

ýlj opt(N. )/0 (N )E so by 2.7.2 Opt(G)/0 (G) Cq 

Suppose N4GE Then OT'' (N)/Op(I"T) = Opi (ii)/Op(G) n iT 

Opi (G) C) TAT/Op(G) nN -= 0p(G) (Op' (G) n N)/Op(%) 4 OT' (T); Op(CT) . 

Therefore we have Op (N)/Op(Ti) cri Op (G)/Op(G)ý , and 

0PI(N)/Op(N) is clearly generated by its p-elements, so by 

2.7.3 it lies in 
'. 

2.8 A problem of Ga sch it 

Q 

As an application of 2.7.4 we now settle Test Problem 8.6 of 

[71 which asks : if 0 is a Pitting class, does Za Z(G) n G' 

and G/Z EI imply GCI. Our answer is no. Since 

Z(G) r GI , J(G) for each G, the question is an attempt to 

discover the röle of the Frattini subgroup in Fitting class 

theory. 

A p-group P is called extra-special when p/P' is elementary 

Abelian t nd P' =Z (P) = Cp . It is t. -rell-known (see for example 

page 204 of Gorenstein's book) that for arbitrary n and p42, 

there exists a unique (up to isomorphism) extra-special p-group 

P of exponent p and order p2n+1 
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lý lti t; e'r1 ]te ep? e) 1,111 
" ý'1 9 ~'hs ýý7a 

. .. s °1" ßr1 
c_ ? 

subject- to the _? el_'rt os r 

U 1-) 
=1 for 

[x 
' Yjý _ ýýT1 Sr; ý] 1 for all 

1,..., r. } with i4j 

1- [xi 
, Yi1 zse.; r for a1J i. C" {1,..., r} and z :"%; (h) 

Let denote the natural opimorpl^ i ý; m P- P/ t', .P can be 

regarded as a vector space V say, over GF(p) with basis 

and the map f: VxV-. C-F(p) c'efi. ned by 

[g1 
, g2J zf C, 1 'C2) is a skew,., ;: yr, -, metric bilinear form on V 

Indeed f is the form 0100 with respect to the 

-1 000 

0001 

00 -1 0 

L 

given basis of V. Automorphisms of P which centralize P1 _<z> 

induce isometries of V, and therefore we have a homomorphi: m 

h: CA(P') -º Sp(2n, p) , whore A= Arzt P. By a well-Iaown result 

CA(P/P') is a p-group, so it will centralize P' , and so 

0A'') is the kernel of the map h. Conversely if 

`11 a12 a1 2n 

a21 a22 ...... ' a2 2n 

a2n 1....... a -2n 2n 

is an element of GL(2n, p) leaving the form f invariant, that is 

a member of Sp(2n, p) , then a study of the relations * reveals 
aaa 

y ...... 
n1 2n that x11 X111y1 

12 

y Xa21 
a22 

..... , 
e'2.2n 

11 y1 yn 
. 
I 
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1 2n 2r 
V 

n1r 

indu-cep an into orX, l1ý. ý>. ý of 

, con vorIt ion of Yl t' 
' ii, O , O7 aG Or;; 1_'1? E? 1'efo o iro halve. T"ý. _h 

Sp(? n, rý) CA (z') which., thou{'; h not necem; sn. r? ly a. ho: o!;. orpM 

is certainly a left inverse for h, so it follows, that 

Sp(2n,. p) Reremhering 4-, hat is 

p-group , an ce sy application cf to theorem 

(an inmccescar.; _ly stern measure in the ca . -e to fol7. o", ) then 

shows that 

Each 
pt-uub, ýrroup of , -'p(2n, p) is is rno to a suh r0 vp 

of 1! ut P ccntrali_-lind P' . 

We now appeal to the theory of Chevall ey roups in order -; o 

prove that Sp(10,3) (the Chevalley group 05(3) =C say) has a % 
subgroup of order 61.5 (suggested by its order), and. t, *e thý:. ý! l: 

Professor Carter for the following arge. Trent . I-Te are informed 

that Chapters E and G of [13] contain the relevant facts. 

The conjugacy classes of maximal Lori in a finite Chevalley 

group correspond 1-1 with the conjugacy classes of element6 in 

the Weyl group W. In our case, an anisotropic maximal torus T17 

of order 35+1 corresponds to 'a Coxeter element w of order 10 . 
Now more of the general theory shows that CY1(w) is isomorphic 

to a subgroup of I (Tw)/Tv 
, and so in particular there exists 

an element of order 5 in C which normalizes T. . Now 35+1 = 61.4 

so Tja certainly has a characteristic subgroup of order 61 

and the existence of a subgroup of order 61.5 follows at once. 

By ** this implies that Aut(E*) contains a subgroup J say , 

of order 61.5 , where E* is the extra-special group of exponent 

3 and order 3 11. J centralizes Z(E*) =Z say. 
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on IS C , 
in 2.7.1 

ý. r1: Tc r ý7 and co=. -t. r>>c L" ? i. 

T ýcrrt'-'l s O" l, 0U -0 ý. c in 2.7 . Tt ic 

eý-; y to check that H 

clearly ZzZ (t17-) , '1 (i-I )' and IIn/Z ii C". 

7r7, 

5 I 

LJ 

61 
h- 

910 

1 

We remark that the converse siaterent to Caschýä_tz's question 

does not hold either. For, the non-nilpo UenL G= [C? 
C]C? 

vies in the Fi. ttiný; class es of groups with central 2-soclo 

whereas G/Z, (G) r1 G' - A4 4 '12 



C' I- 
i 

1i p1_ r3J. l�1.. ß .llýlr1; _ý ,ý. 

ý: f". n n. ('ý" tý ý(-! lrý? -tlt=` , 'ýf? (1]-`ý" Tr tl, l? ( J^rY' -It t ion of t"', -j I 
._ ")toýr 

of pro OY'r1 !. J_.! ; ys has in our c' f p2 o, 
_,. 

ch on key theorems of l, 'aj n-- 

l; lperin and. Fischer. This important topic receives seant; T and 

ununified. trcatr_lent in the li. teratur. e. We then give cur 

presentations of i"rork of Chambers [14-] 
, strcn ; týý. enin his 

results. 

A subgroup H of G is said to be p-normally evnbed:, ec3. in G if 

a Sylotr p-subgroup of H is a üylotir p-sub group of some nor-nv1 

subgroup of G. ', 'e shall call a subgroup H of G strongly 

pronormal in G, written H stropro G if it is p--normally 

embedded in G for all primes p. The importance of this concept 

in our study of Fitting classes is the previously mentioned fact 

that the I 
-injectors of G for a Fischer class 

ý 
are strongly 

pronorrlal in G. 

3.1 Pronormal slahrroups 

3.1.1 Proposition 

a) HproGaýZdjIýL -G ý HproL . 
b) H pro G and H<K4GG= Y1TG(H) . 

(Frattini arguoment) 

c) H pro .G and IT 4G" HIT pro G, MIN pro GIN and NG (HAT) 

NG(II)11 
. 

d) H pro G and H on G" HAG 

e) 11 pro G =ý)- rT0 (-H) is pronormal and self-norr. alizing in G. 

f) Hall subgroups and maximal subgroups are pronormal. 

We omit the elementary proofs. 

The following result is very useful for verifying pronormality 

in actual. examples. 

3.1.2 Lemma (Gaschütz) 

Suppose Ida G and H, G such that BIT pro G and H pro NG(HN) . 
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. 
1hrm 11 pro G 

Pro 0 

For rb 
. 
i: r`; ITxCr! ti' -[5). 1't cl it', Y. i Ii ?i11ý: re con i) 1' 1I (ý 1_Yl _, ly I- ld 

join 1 süy. inco IIiT pro G IIIT, 1l': ß; , there 

tC T and n Cr au ch t', i^t IT. i: (1FT"i) Pan. ce "J l(1, 

by our hyýotlý. e:; 7_s the re c«is t;, y C. < H, IIxt > such that Ily 

II "t that is Iiyt II~~ But < I? Ii `> HX > <T o ytý 
1CT 

, , , 

and the proof is complete. 11 

3.1.3 THEO 1I' (Tlann [15] 
, Alperin) 

H pro G4 each )Sya. ow Nysterýi F or C- reduces into a unique 

conjugate ate of H 

PROUT' 

We prove the implication -=! >.. by induction, supposing the result 

in this direction holdo for groups of order less than IC 

s into Hand Ii`' Ze Suppose the Sylow system E of G reduce 

N be a. minimal normal subgroup of G. let denote the natural 

epimorphism G -º GIN . If G,, r. CE then by assumption H (1 G. is a 

Hall 7r-subEroup of H and so (II r) is a IIail "ir-subgro'lp of 

} I/M 
. Now (H f) G7 )M HIý, f1 GM and hence iDi/N fl G. Li/M is a 

Hall 7r-subgroup of HE/11 . Thus fyH and similarly E HY 

3.1.1 c) implies H, IIX pro G so by induction H _. HX and hence 

HI'7-i *. Now HI pro Gso HX=Hmfor some rnC? 'I . By 1.2.7 , 

E yII"T so E rl HILT is a Sy]-ow oystetn of TJ which recltaces into its 

(by 3.1 .1 a)) pronormal subgroups H and Hm . If I1ý. <G we may 

apply our induction hypothesis to deduce H=I. Thus we may 

assume H<G and HT: _ C. for each minimal normal subgroup TI of G 

It follows at once that G is a primitive group in which H 

complements the unique minimal normal subgroup M of G. If 1I is 

a p-group . then a minimal normal subgroup I'T/11 of G/I_ is a q-e-roup 

for some q4p, since 14 is self-centralizing in G. Now if 

GPI EE our supposition implies Gp, < H, 1P and so 



" G, '7 

TT i) G (1 TT r1 o' ,'C-`i? 
ýl { )' C)? '_', ) Uf1T 1'' ýR ýi 

t 

L t,. J?? �__ J T" ,. l- ; 1. OJ Ci 0f irr CO 
_lý 

T'. bU U"ý course 

l: (7 .`11 r> 1, T n 'i { 
-= 

N 
ýi 

ri 
(iS ý' i) 1? J ý' : 1^ QC 17 1. (Eý :3. 

Now conver: so3y `uj)f, )ONG C<`. iCh SyJ. o lsyr Lte X ! fin G into a 

unigi'_e con j,,., r, l tc, of H <, G . Given xCG, pick Z ,, o tk_"A 

Ey< Ii, Hx >, II ( e. g. extend c. cyst(-, m of IT to c, sys i: e: n of 

< II, Hx > to a sy: tem of G) . There em-st syC< I-I, by > sue t 

that F y (HX)y , so by sv pr, osition H= IIXy and therefore H pro G 

3.1 . q. TIIEOR (Fischer , unpubli hed ) 

Suppose the Sylow system F of G reduces into each of tine pronormal 

subgroups H1, H21 ..., H. of G. (So by 3.1.3 no two of the I? 

are distinct and conjugate. ) Put H=< H19 H2, ..., Hn >. 

Then HG is the set of minimal (w. r. t. inclusion) elements of 
X1 

,. 
x2 Xn 

{< H1 , hý , ... , Hn >: xi EGI and EH pro G 

PROOF 

< H1X1x2, ..., 
Xn 

Let T=, H2 IIn > be an arbitrary member of 

Suppose Eg T. Certainly Eg "Hig for all i. 
x. x. t. 

Eg r) T reduces into some conjugate of H. 1 in T, say Hi 1 

X. t. x. t 

where ti ET. But then E' H1 11, so by 3.1.3 Hid' = Hi 1" 

Therefore HO < H199 H2g, ... 9 HnF' ><T ancý we have proved the 

first part of the statement. 

Putting x1 = x2 = ,,, = xn =1, we have H=T and so H <. T 

implies H= Hg. Therefore Eg '-A, H= H6 and hence E'H. 

If also E HY , then the above a. rgu5ment yields H. (HX for all 

i and so Hý HX. Therefore 11 - HX and by 3.1.3 H pro G. 0 

As an immediate corollary of 1.2.7 we have : 

3.1.5 Proposition 

If the Sylotir system E of G reduces into subgroups A and B, and 

A 1B 
, then AB , Af B. 
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ýý 
3V1 (� r. l 

_V 
tiT 1ýý 

i-.. ý^ r 

> of r nt' CA nn1 T, ('. rd hon. ce a] o -i llto 

ýl B by 3.1 .;. I"o rc oý cr i ^. , 1-1 , pro G, then I. ̀  rro G. 

Teei FC be '), 71m; sv , ltCr of . 
^. '.? which. reduces into ä. Then 

for some ^. l) CA,, F, 0 B oo 5, G`ß i>ý = 1', 'l'ut FD`°y 

so e and ý1ý" 7,0a to a : 3Jrýi: Cl Y of G wC huve E 'A, B. 

If A, B pro G, then by 3.1 . ý., nB -< AD > pro G. Q 

3.1 .7R e*n; o. rlcs 

a) 3.1 .3 and 3.1.6 sho-vv that no two distinct conjugates of a 

pr. ot: normsl sib Troup perm_?? te. 

b) There exists a non-soluble group G with a pair of perr^v. 'ca1le 

pronormal subgroups A and B such that AB is not pronormal in G. 

An example in a paper of Philip Hall cited by Chambers in [14] 

exhibits this. The simple group T, = PSL(2,7) of order 168 = 

7.8.3 has two distinct conjug cy classes of subgroups of order 

24 which are interchanged by an involutory autornorphism x ef L. 

Lot H and Hx be representatives of these classes of subgroups 

of 1. Put G=<L, x >. H is a product of Sylow 2- and 3-subgroups 

of L and these are of course pronormal in G. However, as has 

been stated H and HX are not conjugate in L, so neither are 

they conjugate in its subgroup < H, HX >. 

c) An important consequence of 3.1.3 is that a fixed Sylow 

system of G determines a unique member of each conjugacy class 

of pronormal subgroups of G. and in many investigations it 

suffices to focus attention on these representatives. For 

instance, suppose A and B are (distinct) pronoro. l subgroups 

of G determined in this wa. y, 'then if conjugates AX and By rvy; 
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or Lr ad 13 _11, "f: oJ) c :: }gin A and .3 thei o1ve Wr"tA c. 

n 

d) Of Cour:, "o aý such ^ '" hn 
_'I_Y' 

of rY' n1 oop p7 
_ na., 1,, ̂` ,' do not OU-pF$ �Arýý �11C.. ýý 

nec o. "sarily per'rnnto For exem. rle, with the c id of 3.1 ,2 it is 

('., N j' to How r that 1ý-'z'ý; n 2J) > ý' and < 12ýj % m<,. 1 li., ýbý"i ý. TC' pý'0'ý10r Ot.? y, 

of , and X certainl y there exists a Sy ow system nliich red'"ces 
^ 

into them both bot t'hcy, do not perm te, 

e) If AT -pro G and AL 73 , th, m it does ,: jot follo=". that A fl B 

i rrononcx l_ 
-in 

G. For as in cl) < (1234) > pro E and 

< (12) (34), (13) ( 24) > << r4 , although their intersection 

< (13) (24) > is subno rm .l but not normal, and hence by 3.1 .1 d) 

cannot be pronormal. 

3.1.8 Proposition 

. As in 3.1.4 , suppose Y H1, H21 ..., Hr pro G and H 

< Hý, H21 ..., Hn >. Assume further that for some x. CG 

2 F1 , H2 , ..., Hn 
xn 

permute in pairs and let K be their product. 

Then K and II are conjugate and in particular K pro G by 33-1-4 

Proof 

By remark 3.1.7 c) H1, H2, ..., Hn permute in pairs, so H= 

H1H2... HM . If n=2, then by 3.1.6 there exists {; E. G such 

1I 28 by that Eg Ii1 
y1 

, H2x' , so as before H 
x1 Fl. 

= H1 and H2 2 

3.1.3 . Hence H8 =K. Now suppose n>2 and proceed by induction 

on n. So H. 
x1H2X2... 

1 
-1xn-1 = (H1H2... Hn-1 )F for some xEG. 

xx 
so But now E y(H1H2... H, ) , Hn and (H1H2... Hn-1) Hn n=K 

again by induction K is conjugate to H as required. [] 

3.1.9 Remarks 

a) It can happen that a group G has no Sylow system which 

reduces into every member of a given set of pairwise permutable 

pronormal subgroups of G. 
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1ý, -T'U ' .,, Ui 

3.1 .3 
7z".: t"o io1_1O; 

i. i? 

3.1.10 T'_ý oeýýocit; i on 

Ti F II pro G 1; 1)en X If? G(1I) and D= lTG(X) 

Proof 

Cer1 inly E" (ITG(H))0 "r some "CG. 

But II" © T? G(H") __ (ITG(N) )0, so f: ý III and hence H =- iIý' by 3.1 .` 

giving 5_: ' ITG: T) . 

. IfdCDthen F. =E Hýý , so -againby3.1.3H=TT 
d 

3.2 Strong ly pronormal_ oubmroups 

Suppose H is a p-normý-: lly embedded subgroup of G. So a Sylow 

p-subgroup Hp of H is a Sylow p-sub roup of sorge normal sub^-"roip 

N say, of G (N could clearly be taken to be < HpG >) and is 

therefore pronormal in G. If X/Y is a p-chief factor of G then 

N (being normal in G) either covers or avoids it. In case N 

covers X/Y then so does its Sylov. p-subgroap Hp , : and heneo H 

covers X/Y . If IT avoids X/Y , so too does Hp and therefore II 

must also. We have shown that H cove. rs or avoids each p-chief 

factor of G 

Now 1 et H sl; ropro G, so every Sylow subgroup of II is pronormal 

in G. Suppose further that K e, G such that , for each p, a 

Sylow p-subgroup of K is conjugate to a Sylow p-subgroup of II , 

in G. (We shall call such K locally conjugate to H in G. ) By 

their orders H and K are minimal elements of {<H 
ý1 

,..., H 
Xn 

> 
P1 pn 

xi. E G} where I p1,..., pn } are the primes dividing (1 
. 

Thus by 3.1.4 H and K are conjugate pronormal subgroups of G 

Again suppose H stropro G and this time that K is a subgroup of 

G which covers each chief factor of G which Ii covers and avoids 
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e_. 'ch chief reto7^ "T '). voý"r. Wo for arch rt" Oc`1r 'r. 

'Iic'ý icý. ct _/l_ons r 

'l 

fý tP11. the je p-Chic? o... 
n` Cb o_l_c.. I. r <ý. IT 

ýv> 

and nvoi d, rv 
rho,. 

above. it follows Ant 1 is 
" , 

`"y-t Or"l P-_; u1y roar of < IT > ! or 

each p, and hence thr t li and. T; - Pre locOly con; jt'-nato in G 

From what ti: e have soon above, IT and K are actuclly conjuaOe in C. 

Coll_ect_i. n« those results and adding some easily proved Wcts 

we have 

3.2.1 Proposition (Chambers [14-] 

If H stropro G and K(G then 

a) H covers or avoids each chief factor of G. 

b) H pro G 

c) K locally conjugate to H in GK conjugate to H in G 

d) K covers or avoids chief factors in the same mannor ac Ti 

K and H are conjugate in G 

e) H< T<, G--> H stropro T 

f) IST 4G HN stropro G and R N; /N stropro G/N 

g) N4G N<, T<, G and T/TT stropro GIN -e T stropro G 

3.2.2 Remarks 

a)The example in 3.1.7 b) shows that if stropro G does not imply 

H pro G for non-soluble groups, so our terminology is 

misleading outside") and is best confined to this class. 

b) As we remarked in 3.1. '; d), < (1234) > pro E4 but this 

2-subgroup is not strongly pronormal in. E4 . 

c) The strongly pronormal p-subgroups of a group G are exactly 

the Sylow p-subgroups of the normal subgroups of G 

3.2.3 Lemma 

Lot P1, P2 stropro G such that P1 , P2 < Gp a Sylovr p-subgrouP of 

G. Then P1 1 P2 and P1P2, P1 n P2 stropro G. 

Proof 0 

Let Ni =< PiG > so P1 = Gp n Idi for i= 122 
. Put N=N 1 Ire 
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, -t; ro -, }ýo ( 

*r cIý/ 

J f1 I?., 

-- 11, - 1 'P2 
Put 1 1,2 C "T r) 0 

j. 2.4" 1'elp- 

there dare : I'ý 
^ý 

: f'2 ýýd 11 T'2 s l, ro pro (U 

Lo )1, be a Dylotr system of. G. Suppo^e P, Q stropro C with 

P& Gp E> and QI Gq CF, and pIo. Then and 

PQ s-t-ropro G- . 

Proof 

The hypotheses imply p i: a ýyioýr p-subgroup of < PG > Gp, 

which has p-potircr index in G, and Q is a Sylow q-sub ; rov_p of 

< QG > Grj which has q-pokier index in G, where Gp It Gý ,C2, . 
Hence G¬p, 

q, 
f1 < PG > GP, fl < QG > Ga , is a subgroup of G of 

order P Q( which contains the subset PQ of G, where Gj 
c! 

E E. 
(Pt 

Therefore PjQ and PQ stropro G foll. o:, rs at once .Q 

3.2.5 THEORI I 

Suppose the Sylow system i of G reduces into the strongly 

pronormal subgroups A and B of G. Then AIB and 

AB ,A0B stropro G 

PROOF ' 

Suppose p1, p2, ..., pn are the primes dividing IGI 
. For 

i=1,..., n let Ap =An Gp , D. 
Vi= 

Bn Gp where Gp EE. 

By 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 the strongly pror_orrn l subgroups A ,..., A 
P1 pn 

B 
p1 ,..., 

B 
pn of G are pairwise permutable and (by order) ApiBpi 

is a Sylow pi-subgroup of their product AB and A 
Pi 

B 
pi stropro G. 

So AB ströpro G. By 3.1.5 GP n (A n B) = Ap n Bp is a Sy] ow 

p-subgroup of A0B, and by 3.2.3 Ap n Bp stropro G.. Thus 

A0B stropro G. 0 
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n, T 

let Y be r ylm- of-' C- 
. 

rjý}. c]`L the ý; et of . ̀_ltron, r: 1 T nro o1 

subrron,? o of G into which F reducea io a lattice where join i_o 

product, which includes all normal , un groupw of C and an injector 

for eKoh ;. ''i scher class. 

3.3 ^ittinr, cI r ire s ',, Titi ^tr. on«1y pronormal in jector^ 

3.3.1 T? L^011, ' (7-Tischer) 

lI is a Fischer Glas 

V stropro G 

PROOF 

Ile choose and fix a prim, 

V is p-normally embedded 

and V is ý? n 
1-injocter of G then 

ep, and show that the hypothescs imply 

in G. I ct G be a group of minimal 

order for which this is false. Put K= GGp . By definition of 

p, the '-injector vnK of K contains a. Sylow p-: ubý . "oup of 

K and hence K<G. Let L Op(G mod K) by definition of 

P. we have Op, (G/K) =1, so L/K = F(G/K) 41 

First suppose L=G, so G/K is a p-group and hence KV sn G. 

But of course V pro G, so KT pro G by 3.1.1 c) . Then 3.1.1 d) 

shows IST 4G and it follo s. that V contains a Sylow p-subgroup 

of KV against the assumption that G is a counterexample. 

Therefore L4G and we let AT be a maximal normal subgroup of G 

containing II . 

If Vp is a Sylow p-subgroup of V, then 

Vp nN is a Sylot p-subgroup of V fl N 

which is an -injector 
of N. By the 

minimality 

p-subgroup 

clear that 

5 
-injocto 

of G, Vp r1 N is a 

of < (Vp r) N) N> 

the Sylow p-subs ri 

rs of an arbitrary 

Sylow 

Now it is 

Ups of the 

group form 

G 

IT 
A 

Z Op(G mod K) 

4 
p 

K¢Gjp 

1 
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C 11ý1r ,nF , Y+ c. 1" i C) n, r r, 1 . ýcc. _ -1-1 ; .! 
'� 1 'i 

(\r n , jý `ý 
ü ýV ,ýr. jlrye ý. ",,, r, t ; ýýý V iý ýiý,; - Y, -»oTr, 

f', m h' (" n It `f e 

'arc i p>' "y "ýý nn ýýý cr ý, ýýn C1 ýa c. ., - (`lr ,r 
I7 LT IE 

ný 

e 

3} 1.1. 
p 

T) nr of I1ýT, and J) 
. rT -r 

1To, 1 VT rin V T, bc'Ci. it^, A ýTýT,, ýI' a n-- röi p. 0 ýTnTZ' (ITT, ) 
-n r. 

t*h 'i -i mnI i ca rf Tý I Tj (IT T: ) r`. I) T- Ti nr- tt 
-n J ynrrr 

th"ý1; Vr cc'ntr-I. li7e , T, /1K .r (r/? T) -. rhi_ch fore-,, 3 IT T, 

as "usual. Thi; no such ('`T nvl s± . 

'3}T 1.1 IT) or of 'I T, - , nd her. c,, 

1TO, 1 hT 7 cý1 V T, renli, inn ýTýT,, /I' Sa n--p11 rrnln. 9o ýTnTZ" < (\T Ts) 
r, 1) 

73o 'j--i_njActor; 
q, -re p-r_ormý_1_l. ýT Cmborl O for p änrl 

the theorem is estr. hli. shed. 0 

^n -i. mmecU. s,. t(I corm-ntar'l, cn Of 3-9.1 d) T-re have : 

3.3.2 (: oro11_q ry (Ch-qmher s [141 
The ` 

-injectors of a j-roun G for a, Fischer class 'j are 

characterized by their coYroriný ? rid avoid . r_ee of the chi e. f_ 

factors of r. 

TTnf')rtunately this does not hold for all. Fitting classes. 

3.3.3 Th rasple 

Let TI 0 C3 x 03 be the natural module (under. right action) for 

GL(2,3) 1H say, and put G=W. G9 

H ^' E 
g] r3 and G has the unique chief series 

shoi, m. Let A= 11 < 
[01' [20 

611 > N 

' 2, 

and B= 
][ 10 >, < 

110 1 
1 02 subgrouýms of H. 

J 2 

3 ^' A, B and both complement N in G. M 

Cr, 1(A) _< (0,1) > is the unique minimal normal 32 

subgroup of MA whereas CM (B) is trivial. 

Therefore MA E (43 but MB E1 
(3 

where 
r'3 is the class of groups 

with central 3-socle. (c. f. Example 2.3.2) 



ý: r, 

i-; on-ý, rcr (lf 

R c t'a-? vi r i" r nt , 
(()1 tý 

(" i. \rrý l :)F .ýn yj n; - r`j 7 W, ^ýo;! l ;M 

s ß, '1n l T- K ^c of r "iYl 1''. n, q-r 
1 fir <-D(-i-Tn or? i; i ea- , '"y(' WC! 

oY iVA UT -r -{-nr(' r t-, -e TTn+-j ret no tunt MA in rat 2_rorr,., Pyr 

e. rh:, ldrd in P. 

`' nn 11 n, -r; nn" ttilec>re;,! In i_f i; lcý ! li;, p r? rt 1 nv1 1 Prn°ý" 3 

of r'i. 1 . mir n -e he U900 it An Araritra i. 3. l or! }"1!; "o T. rp c.! "ifll1 zirp 

come fWth-r corol 1. °ries of thin pover-rltl_ rpw1 i. 

37A T'7', r)PTT1. T ('rTP yL i F- ) 

>17tý ^Cý ePi;?. 7 -S11ýýf? l'r>>ýn of r. c i)cýi i 1i^. t 

1\ 1G rT - TT(, r, TT) TT 

Then tle foý_1 cý'rý n am (-. qul-vnl_r-, rt 

r, 1 Pstropro CT 

b) P nro G 

c) Po (7, 
n -f'or some Sirl-ow n-sulvrrou ('rn ofG 

d) P centralizes each p-chief Tnctor of G which it . voids. 

PRO( I-111, 

The i. rini eation-, a) fib) mac) ? re clear in view of 3.1.1 and 

3.2.1 b). i)p ose c) holds anc1 P Gn . 1 

If H/Y is a. n-chief factor of G avoided by P, then 

[F, r) : G, 
)] 

<PfHnG. 
r=PnTT 

ýh. ButIII =K(Hfc ) and 

so P centralizes 7-3/K_, therefore d) holds. 

Observe that the condition * implies that P covers or avoids 

each n-chief factor of G. For if H/K is such a factor, we have 

K(P n H) <! G by *hich yields the statement. 

Now suppose d) holds. We show that, for any X4G, the hypotheses 

* and d) carry over to P fl X, a. ni. then deduce a) by induction on 

IPI. Thus by *, N <1 GG=N (P r) (X n N)) (X n N) so certainly 

G= NG((P r) x) r) N)N and therefore P r) X satisfies condition 



r'!. 

r), I I Ir ? l: "ý. (ý1ý, ýý� ný'. . ý-Jý)l(ý r-, " r,; ý ll,,. ý, >1i 

'i/; 
.I 

t1'Cý 

,, )l po -iiTn i ('tn 7/11". 7) 

Willj III ý'r 

-- ,ý. -.. rýcrý- ý_ ore , ̂ 1, nc ý rn-"-ý, R. (. r , rt ., 
C nv - ,,; T/ -' p, ý n 

FP' 
nK, l1 Yý P '1 Xn IT < ý:, ýý n "a fr, i Yl ý1 .: 

central_i 

lze 

; T/ , and cone-i ti on. d) 

T, et T< PG >, i }ion. lh; r T_< PCT P 1' > PT >. T1i sT,,. 

gen(rnt'c3 1y 
n-ýýer o. . :=o, nutti_n"ý T, -- Tý' -i r, i'/T. J. P: 

non-trivial- r-r-rn1D. Then sinne PT, rn T=< T'T > -'o-ß-1 ot"ic 

th P. t PT, T. '"o P rl Ti <P Prnd the e'forp by of r ndnx t-i_on 

by nothesis PnT, i, ý. Sýrl_ow p-subgroup of < (P !17, )G > 

P avoj_d s all the r-chi_e: e factors of cz hetý"reen R and .G, so by 

sunnosition centralizes them. Tt fol_loýrc that; T=< Pr > 

centralizes them too, and hence that T, /R is n-nilpotent. But of 

coizrSe L/R has no non-trivial n-quotient since T/I is a 

so T/R must be a p'-grown. This means P !1I, is a Sylow r-submrolan 

of L and from PT, =T it follows that P is a Sylo`r p-suhgrou. n of T, 

so P stronro G and a) holds. 0 

Subgroups P with property * arise very naturally in our trheor"y. 

For suppose r4 
and are arbitrary Fitting classes and Ga group. 

Let P be .a Syl. oi, r p-subgroup of an at-injector W of an 
ý 

-injector 

V of. G. Since Sylow subgroups and injectors for a Fitting class- 

form characteristic conjugacy classes, it follows easily that 

PG is a characteristic conjugacy class of G. (1) 

Furthermore if N4G then 

P f1 N is a Sylow p-s- 
'-injector VnN of 

For certainly V r) 11 is an 

soW! 1 (VnN) =Wr)Nis 

soP fl (; i f N) =P r) Nis 

ubgroup of an )t-i_n jector w r) N of an 

N. (2) 

3 -injector of N, but then V (l N4V 

an X 
-injector of. VnN. Also d fl N4 "d 

a Sylow p-subgroup of ',. r n id . 



, -I I. I ') ) -, , (ý <I n 

j'T 
1, C) b-T tt 

CT 
-77 

Ti) 1; '1r ýýmo v in, it 3 

'9. r. ui) j -, 
-ent 

to t1hat for -, r 
_ 

r. 

a 5y_l a: r sr? b rrn>> of ¬4. r. : i. r-iectar o-`' an in jeci; or of ýn ... 

... of -) n 
Jn-i 

r! r-(ý +: cr of n rcrou-n G also Ti foot 

wo C^. 2) E? tre11 vt? 7', r t}, (-' nro^ccso by 21ý' the -r")(ý_lr, ýl Irrt ?.; ý of 

an "i-injector at the ith stage., for various i, and still. 

obtain a {frovn with nronerty ýF Of course the Very case we ? ),: Ive 

dealt with in (1) and (2) is itself an extension of the 

observation that 3ylow suh7rown of an 
3 

-ir ector of a group Cr 

has property 

In view of this, 
'final 

remark, 3.3.4 immediately implies : 

3.3.5 Corollary 

If P it a Sylow - ub;. ro p of an 
1-injector 

of a group C- and. 

P tiro G then P stroDro G. 

3.3.6_ Corollary 

Let W be an R-injector of an 
I 

-injector V of a group G (where 

'-and -{, are arbitrary Fitting classes). If V is p-normally 

embedded in G and W is p-normally embedded in V1 then W is 

p-normally embedded in G. 

Proof 

Let Trip ; Vp < GP be Sylow subgroups of W, V, and G respectively. 

By hypothesis Vp is a Sylow p-subgroup of < VpG >=K say. 

By our remarks above < PG >=< t"1FK > since W satisfies * in G. 

Also 1J is a Sylow p-subgroup of the at-injector W f1 K of the 

'-injector VnK of. K , so ., Ip satisfies * in the group K. By 

hypothesis WP stropro V so in particular W. Pro VP and hence VP 



I-. - f 
t 1' 

s sr . rý: sr ri ssr nr-i 

y 

'> >. ý it : 1: o]_J_m m i;, nr, fi Tr `3 (I from, < '. J 

7(3 doJuce i; iii? 

3, >. 7 Corollary 

Tr and are 'bo ýh ýý'ittin ý1. a..: ýcos for. ' jrhiclý. the injectors 

of mi arbi--i--fýlrtr -r. o"n a. re strongly prorormo. l , then the same is 

trve for 

Proof 

We use the terminolo, y of 2.6.4 . Suproce T=W0 C7, ß -r-9 , where 
is -r c+ 1,7 ý1 

ýýr isi m týi 
. 
L. ý c`3.? 7. 

ýý 

-injector 
of G. By ý.,, Ti, other . _ý7_., 

St: ý'O'nr0 ýý 
ýoa, > n. 

3.2.5 T stropro G and hence `PGA s Lronro G Tt is clear. from 

2.6.4 that '"G 
,T 

is an 
ll1 

-ý 72-injector of G. By definition ST/T 

is a. n '2-: ginjectl; or of TG /T 
, so by hypothesis nnc3.3.2.1 

V str. orro TG"n2 . Certainly V is an 
ý1 52-1'r 

jector of TOY 

For each pI IGI 
, we have established the hypotheses of 3.3.6 , 

and its Conclusion shows V stronro G as desired. 

3.3.8 Ri; marl{s 

a) Suppose ý iFi a. Fitting c1a of cb^ra. cteristi. c 'I' such thrit 

if V is an 
5-injector 

of a -w-group H, then V stronro H. We 

shon this aci; urallir : innfies that a. n'-injector of an arbi. trnry 

group G is Strongly pronorral in G. For as in 1 .1 .6 d) an 

injector V of an - I. njector G. 
r of G is an 

a-injector 
of G 

By svnnosition V str. opr. o GTr and clearly G.. strorro G, therefore 

V stronro G by 3.3.6. For example, if 9C is a rormal Fitting 

class and -K is a set of primes, , in 
T-injector 

of a 7-group H 

is of courso an 
T--injector 

of H and is therefore normal. and hence 

strongly r-onormal in H. So it follows that an -injector of 

r4ny urou-o G is strongly nror_ormq. l in G 



r, 0 

b) 
. _: 

omp1. 
. 
ý. 1 

a; UR_ Raci. lJq ".! 'e not ^: en:. vi. ir_. ily nji.. , ap jrp. om 

üo this Ina t o'>:; F? Y'tirA; o in not Ar: ' ed: Lr to : Tom 3.1.1 . war 

instance, the romp! AtU. " class Cam- - nncr. il7C, C ,7 . 
41. for -rOr -; h in ý, O 

P- ire 
.) 

r-'. rm C=PT iC 03ICi7 Knore avý 

each 3-clement) but not t? ie sub"oup 73 of G. T? o Trevor this 

orb romp i`3 an e t`. 'n ; ion of ,, norP. '1`. 'J_ subgroup of C by a 2-group, 

and therefore lies in each Fischer clare to which C bclonF; s. 

c) The ctronm pronormality of the injectore for a Fischer c: l_aols 

is exploited in of ? Tal i [16] There lie shows th«i; in 

each group G an injector for o. Fischer class pornutes with 

prefrr. t 't, ini suh roL? p, Pr id he estohlishes cove rin` and 

avoidance properties of their product. 
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. 
1ý-1 -' 

Tn the off the pr ýT7_01.1r, (ý1' , ter S. ze 11O"'T in. -I'61 (: fir- !I or 

the cl, -'. es w_! th u,. view to la (7: i ^.? 1tlam'. '`171. m rcmar1: 2.6.2 c) 

Tý ý; c� l1. Tl our termi., 0,01_0,, y we r'''. f'. 1.7_ Call P. Pittin,, Cl. c., sý 

?? ronerl !:? 1 if tine -J_-'_ j cc- ors of each Croup C are 

stronc'ZV pr. or_ err_, al in G. Further ue 8ý_ y 1S pcr iLl-i ab]. C if an 

rl-injector V of an arb: ltrary t; roup G permutes ui_th each relater 

of C. ry 2; T m7 system Z of G which reduces into VVJ. E 

in this case. (By rewtr.: 3.1.7 c) this hoith3 if, iur each 'W ,V 

perrnutes -vith some Hall ir-subC-roup of G. ) 

In the second section of this chapter wo exex.: ine an interetitin,,; 

lemma of Fischer, and establish conditions equivalent to the 

permutability of a Fitting cla s,, involving system nor: olizoro. 

4.1 Permutable Fitting classes 

4.1.1 Proposition 

If '4 is strongly pronormal (for example a Fischer class or : 'tormal 

Fitting class) then is permutabblo. 
ä'r00 

Suppose the Sylow system E of G reduces into an 
a-injector V of G. 

Certainly each G., EE is strongly pronormal in G and- clearly 

E N-,. G, 
K . So if V stropro C" , then by 3.2.5 V1 G-)r and the result 

f 01101-rs . U 
4.1.2 Proposition 

Suppose ' is a pernl;. table Pitting class and Ga group with Sylou 

system E. Let V be the unique `s-injector of G into which F. 

reduces. Then 
lir Ir 

a) VG, 
n, 

is"an ' 
-injector of G and is permutable. 

ýrlUW2 
b) VGý1 ,( VGTZ, - VG(7.1n7r2) is an -injector of G 

and 
-rrl 2_ 37i-ß n J-, ý-2 
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V VC' -1 -' 
1( 

ýý 1Ti: 

7.7 -T-1 
(9 ,), = 

(? 'err" GWr for er". ch , et of ýý_T, ýe, w. ) 

Proci 

a) The first part is 2.6.3 137r 3.1 
.5 E so this is le 

unique 
'3 

-injector of G into swrhici F reduces. Clearly 

(VG 
7r 1 

)Gw = VG. 
r, Uw , which is a cub, roup of G by the permutability 

of , so we have shown i_s peermut«. bie. 

b) (ýr1'(lýlf2') (7f1u112)' so cer-L, 3, inly VG7- t (1 VG11 ,> VCr(7f lili, ) +" 
121 ý' 

On the ether hand it is easily seen that I'VG(-Ir 
U7 12 

gcd( JVG 
"I', ,I, 

J VG 
72 , I) , so equality of the subgroups follows . 

Bearing a) in mind the rest is obvious. 

c) (7r1mr2 y) (Tr1n-ff2), co by a) irc.,,, VG7 VG(rr )Tr) an 

C, lh 1212. 
1 2-injector 

of G. Also by a) 
ý1 

is permutable so 

the unique (JW1) 2-injector 
of G into which E reduces = 

(the unique 
1-injector 

of G into which E reduceu)Gý , == 
7r mr 2 

VG'Tr1, G', 
2, 

- VG(7.1n. 
r2) t which is an 

g1 c-injector of G. 

Coincidence of injectors in all cro». ps clearly implies the 

coincidence of the classes, so by symmetry the whole statement 

follows . 0 

4.1.3 Proposition 
rj1 

and 
rJ2 

are permutable Fitting classes implies _ 
r'1 r3"L 

is permutable. 

Proof 

Let E be a fixed Sylow system of the group G. Our proof is 

another illustration of the principle mentioned in 3.1.7 c) . 
Let T be the' unique 

'j1-injector 
of K_G -n-2 into rhich E reduces . 1 

By 3.1.10 and the Frattini argufinent T is normalized by G. 
1 

CF. 
2 

Theorem 2.6.4 said that if V/T is an '2-injector of TG. 
ý. 

/T 
, then 

2 
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Vi 2n 
J-irjWor 

of G '. 'PC? s1? ': Ca F. y 

be "t; rken to b e tb. e uniq ue 
a 

-injector of C- -i_nlo which 7 roduoup. 

For .e must rrh ,r 
V (ý (ý 

(. . 
By 2.6 .5 

V': /X 
7_wß an 

19-in j odor of r. /K anJ tho sys en i; __ 
{..., CY/V, .. .# of G/'-- 

reduces into VIT/K so by th e of 7 , 4 

V 
ý-/K I C, 

TK/lIK , 
tMt is VYG`-ý is a subgroup of G. ý is also 

perr-ut,. ble by hypoti, 
--sis so VnK -_ TIG. n il T= Ký say. I,? ow by 

3.1.6 T1' pro G : na has (-92UT)'-indox in IT , c, o by the Frattir. i 

ar. z menti applied. to VI C, T' is normalized by a 1Iall T. ý%ý ou: 

of V ; "G. r , which by 3.1.10 a.. ; ain iay he taken to be VKG., fl G72 Gr 

law since Fy VKG, n . By the modular 

TX7(VI: GT (1 G. 
'[- 2 

G. 
X) = TIM, () TG72 G. r 

= VG. (F-- t) TG 
"r2 

Gw) 

VG-T (K_ n G. 22 
GG) 

VGI. T (K fl G., 
ý) 

(7T n Gý ) 

VG-X (since KKfG<T< V) 0 

4.1.4 Remarks 
p 

a) 2.6.1 shows that for arbitrary an -injector V of a 

group,. G has p-power index in G, so by an obvious order argu¢ient 
p 

V1E if EV (each product is either V or G). Thus - is a 

permutable class. \ith this in mind we can use example 3.3.3 to 

deny the converse 4.1.1 , at the same time showing that the 

injectors for a permutable Fitting class are not necessarily 

characterized by their covering and avoidance properties. For 

(in the notation of the example) NA is an (ý'3)12I-injector of 

G by 1.1.4 b) while NB is not, and as we saw MA is not 2-normally 

embedded. 

4 

b) is clearly the set of all those groups which are the 

product of an -injector and a Hall 7V'-subgroup, and try have 

just seen that vrhen 
'4 is strongly pronormal, an -injector of 



7'-", 

KIM too. at is 

re `"O? `. i)lo o CC)=". lcue th`_ t the, iie v of ? Ihich are i' c 

proý'_tlct ^nc? or. -ý j cc !, o: r (Tor r~4Vcr1 c7_e. o c- 

2 _Cor, 'n a Fittir. -° class . say, and hopeful1_ý, -- an 

-injector of ,. ny group G is also Such. a product. (13'y 3.2.6 

we nay encore that this product always e _ists by taking 1 and 

2 to be strongly prono_r, : ý, 1 classes .) Our. ex pectations , are 

strengthened by the elegant dual result (for cchurck classes) 

the to BJ essenohl (Theorem 7.3.8 of [71). However the following 

example shows that this 'join' . of S'ittin, classes and 2 

need not be Fitting. Let ý-, be the normal class described in 

2,4.2 for the prime 3 and ? that for the prime 5 

Put G= D6 x D10 , then G, 
1 

- C3 x D10 and G, 
2= 

D6 x C5 , so 

G=G, 
1 

G2. But G has a normal subgroup Ii ^ [C3 x C5]C 2 . rbere 

each involution inverts each 2'-element) and N. 
1 

C3 X C5 =N2, 

soN4 IT 11 N 12 

c) It seems to be very difficult in general to decide whether a 

non-strongly pronormal Fitting class is permutable or not and in 

particular we have been unable to determine whether the claws 
(1p of groups with central p-socle enjoys this property, though 

we suspect it does not. Thus to show that there exist classes 

which are not permutable we fall back on the work of Dark, and 

our example is a, simple amnendment of his. 

Dark constructs (by methods akin to 1.2,4) J 
"A3 a group ABCD =J say with a unique chief series, 

B7 
in which each of the subgroups A, B, C, and D 

covers the chief factor shown, and A normalizes 
C 23 

B, C, and -D ,B normalizes C and D, and CD37 

normalizes D. We now examine J in more detail. 

(Indeed the argu(ments apply to any group with the stated 

properties of J .) 
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In not_ iiori, r<ý: l ß CýOCü 1,10 i; }14- 

since 3 hnn ordor 6 roc? 7 :i ioi_1_oT. r, i 
th ;0 

-- 

ED 

, ice' x %W) 

is the decorpo^ii; ion of D into nr j'rroluc-iblc CompoiooV of no 

3G and a trivfu'. l component of order 3, under the action of B. 

Let CJ)(B) = < d> A nor ý. lizc; _ý 2nd D, so it norl_1ýý. 1; ze; ý both 

[D9 B] and < d>, hence e. ' and c?, c oi nute . Lei; a<atd 

We show <. > norno. iizc no Sylou 2-sub -roi j-) of J. (1 ) 

Suppo:: c it does, then t-ro rn y assume a normalizes C0 where do E D. 

d1 d -1 
Then ao )o normalizes C. But a' normalizes C, so 

d)d. 
0 (e')-1 = d. 

oo'dö1 
d [d. ö1 

, (a' x say 

norra. lizes C too. Now 11, centralizes D/ [D 
, B] , so 

[d01 
, (a' )-1] E [D 

, B' and hence x41. Then LC 
, x] C r) D, so 

x is a non-trivial fixed point of C in D. TTot-i CD (C) is 

normalized by k, B, C and D, that is by J, and D is u minimal 

normal subgroup of J, so C centralizes D, a contradiction. 

Notice that B< a' > and D< a> are not conjugate in J. (2) 

For if they are, it follows from Sylow's theorem that < a' > 

and <a> are conjugate in J and hence that <a> normalizes a 

Sylou 2-subgroup of J, against (1 ) 

(TTotice too that we have filled in some of the details of 1.1.6. ) 

Dark then constructs a netabelian group E of 

order 19777 on which J acts, and writes G for 

the corresponding split extension. His Fitting 

class 
1 is constructed from the group H 

<a> BE (the construction we imitated in 

chapter 2) and satisfies 3tC 
3C 

,HE 

DE, ABCE ýI. (Notice that J= ABCD is a 

primitive group , so any complement in G of 

'the chief factor D'-is a conjugate of ABLE 

G 
Aj 

B7 

C 23 

D 37 

E 77 19 

inG .) 
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In Vier of J OSC Mc t2 ( n,, ', 1 .1.4 1) of Cowan), in Only 
BOB is [-11 

I 

-injector of G' `'. r th, i iloi'{, c`'T1ce of Qr lii arr. 

i3 that ho pro res 4 in 
` 

Fischer 
J. 

r'... n of 

JOT let --- rl 9 7ýý ''t, rtr cr.. rpn_licr; t: i. on of 1,1 *4 
ShOws 1, h" LE is an inroc or olG und obvi oh2. i y the 

: 
`: ü'lo,, T 

c, ystem gerer v. Ued. by L, ! J), C, B 'I r. educe , into H. =_oýreýTer H 

cannot permute trIth tD since bar (1) above, < u. > fails to 

norma1.. zze C. Thus Iis, 
no i, o. re-rr! ý_ t^1? ý. e r's_t Li_n ; clc. c;;. 

(Observe that ABE for if not AB3: E is (by 1 .1 .4 b)) an 
a 

-injector of G and therefore con_, jiz,; ate to H against (2). 'S'o 

in part icn] r ABE =<at> BET <a> BE =H. ) 

'T1 '-9_ 1 d) Iýýore {ýymna. stics with Dark's group show that ()=( ) 

can be fc)loc when 
a is not permutable. This tire we lot 

J. n 519 
J7ý 5' 

53 
and consider G 'L C5 =G say, wher. e 

and G are as above. Let B. e BxBxBxBx etc. 

Since 3 has order 4 mod 5, and with the aid GG IL C 5 
of the lemma in [171 

, it follows that the 5 

factors of G above B as sho: m, are chief 3 
(G 

factörs. Remembering that injectors cover 34 

or avoid chief fact ors it is not difficult 
r5 

to verify that E*C*B* C5 is an 
13'5 }-injector B7 

of G' and hence G-* C (7 ,C* 
215 

Also BDB A is an 1112'5#-injector of G 

which fails to cover the 5-chief factor, D* 335 
} 

so G* (. t251)135 

E* 19777.5 

e) Remark 3.3. ' a) said that a Fitting class of characteristic 

-w is strongly pronormal if it is 'strongly pronormal in -SIT- 

Je conjecture that similarly, such a Pitting class is permutable 



rJ 

i :r *t i pý _ _r, ý ý, ý, 1-: 1e °, T, n-rortur4.: o ý. ,n ec+ii. - ýTý:. 1 E'1ce 

it te., '07_x. 0 . i_ný- .0 be c),,. 1i;; Jo 

. in pr0viiv- 

t.? Fischort - Temr'n and cord U_ u-i_on$ eccu: i_v^. 1. en1, tO ermuL . bi7 it z, T 

; unto^e now th at iý; ý.. ?t : i-ý"ý, 
_ný, cý^. rý , -. m! G r. {, role with 

normal suhr roue N such that G/J1 C 
,, and. ITN =P say, is 

rj-maximal in TT .P char N <! G no FnG. let V be an 
ý 

-r^aximal 

. -bgroup of G. containing ;F 

a)V is an -injector -o-s G and therefore V pr. oG. (1 ) 

LE a coroll ary of the proof of ilartley' c 1enma, 1 .1 .3 we have 

V =_ (FC ), l Tor some Carter suleroun C of G. (2) 

Our. first aim is a new proof of the following sharper version 

of (2) , knoim to Fischer, whose long nrf uýment appears in [2] 
. 

q.. 2.1 THEOREM (Fischer) 

V= (FD),, for some system normalizer D of G . 
(Specifically 

this holds for the normalizer o any system which reduces into V. ) 

PROOF 

We need the following lerLa, inspired by Fischer' s approach. 

4.2.2 lemma 

Let P be a pronormal p-subgroup of a group H which complerncnto 

Y<3 H. Then P normalizes each p-complement of K. 

'roof 

If J<1 H and J<K, then PJ/J is a pronormal (by 3.1.1 c)) 

complement of K/J a H/J , so the hypotheses carry over to the 

quotient H/J , and we argue by induction on (HI 
. If 0p, (K) 41, 

then by the induction hypothesis, POP, (K)/0p, (K) normalizes 

each p-complement of IC/0,, (K) 
, which yields the desired 

conclusion. If Opt(K) 4 1, then 14 0O(K) = Kjý, the Pitting 



7 

. >ll! ). --: rQ o: ý hl -pot2CC-, i_s " -pro 01 but 

obvJ_ovC1J I' rr? 0 (Ti) ;', thcref 010 by I"1 d) 

This i_r1pli_cr thA A, -, 

centralizer in K so it follow that 

Pn NorN) xP= C11(cP(K)) 'A 71 . ý. a pro IT Y irýý ýl_ ? ies P -1 11 ný 

so II =-x :P and the result obviously holds in this case. 0 

Suppose the Sylow sý°ýý gez. E={ GP, .., GT, .., Gp, , .. of G 

reduces into V. Whenever E '> T <, G we write T-,, = 10 (\ G, 
7. 

for 

each G., EE. Let G= G-/F , then F (the in2nes of the members 

of F under- the natural epirorphism) reduces into V, and 

GP (1 V= Gp r1 V= Vp etc. is easily shown. Now G/1,? E, so 

PVp 4V and hence FV 
P* 

is ý 
-max i-mal in NVp . It follows as in (1 ) 

that FVp is an'--injector of I'Vp , therefore FVp pro NV 

Thus VP is a pronormal p-subz; ro r of IJip complemontinC IST , so by 

4.2.2 Vp normalizes each p-complement of and in particular 

normalizes Np, . Now E-V, so Vp, <. Gp, and hence Vp, 

normalizes TT t Gp, = T1p, . We have therefore shown that 

V<N (E n TT) = E/F say, a relative system normalizer of 1T in 

First cuppcuc that E=G. Clearly this holds if T1 = IT/F E ý, 
, 2 

so in this case G/F E 
f,. 

A result of long standing due to 

Carter states that Carter subgroups and system normalizers are 

the Same thing in 
12-groups, 

so by the homomorphism invariance 

of both of these classes of subgroups, the product FC coincides 

with FD , where D is any system normalizer of G lying in C, and 

then the statement of the theorem follows from (2) 
. 

We shall now assume that E<G, and suppose inductively that 

the theorem-holds for groups of order less than IGI. 

Certainly V is an 
--maximal 

subgroup of E containing F, and F 

is 3'--maximal 
and normal in IT nE. Moreover IT 0E4E and 

E/TT 0E= NE/IT : G/IT E 3"1 
. Thus the conditions of the theorem 



n Cý Ie 

"r-1; 1.. _P TCr1 T0. We r ", ') Ii Ind fro: our Mt'_^'i: ioi 

that < 

r., mo j n; yoten nor m[ M7 
., of . Now one t, . nn-,. r 

crleb--. -ýýý. 
-, a ý.; e,. ý rc, ult. > 

c of T IMP All nbot. 7s t7 is ý rat rally toot 1, 

system norraC, J zer. of G and so has the fo: t'm FT)/F for sore n rr. tcTM 

nor': t'l. 1i;: e°r ") of G. "e conclude that VD and V= (FD) 'o11_orr 

, it Once. 

Let D TBC (F, } y then it ii. s well-'_ ro; -m that Fyn Using 3.1 . 

zr, ý -ee a' (1.1) )17 
, but of course ('D*) in a conjuc. r to of V 

Al. 
which is pronorm l in G, -so by 3.1 .3V= 

(ITT)") ý,. nd the proo: - 

is complete. Q 

Suppose nwrt that 

1ý 
_ 

is aP ittin cl, -ass and G .. group with o. Sylo l system r 

{ Gp .., Gr, .., Gp � .. 
} reducing into the - 

-injector V 

of Cr , and D= NG(E). 

If N4G with G/1,7 C TL 
, then wo have just seen that v fl I <1 G 

implies v< (V n N)D . In general we only Imow that VnN pro G 

(1.1.7 a)), so certainly D normalizes VnN by 3.1.5 and 3.1.10 . 

'Je ask under what circumstances is the inclusion V4 (V n r1)D 

still true, and find that this is related to the permitability of 

the Pitting class 
1. 

4.2.3 Lemma 

If HG, N4G and H, f_G, 
,a Hall -rr-subf ; roue of G, then 

. HG-r n IT = (H r) Id) (Q r) N) so (H n IT) 
,1 

(G, 
if 

n IT) 

Proof 

Let fi.., be a Hall 7r' -subgroup of H, then HT, Gam, = HG., bymorder #, axtt 

An element g of HGr is therefore uniquely expressible as g_ xy 

there xCH,, and yEG, 8. . 
If xy E IT , then x is a 71-clement of 

1TGW , so xEN and hence also yC IT . Therefore HG.. r) N 

(H () iä) (G- R 1, T). The converse is clear and the lenna proven. 0 



7r 

Tc: 

.» holds rid. T} <] tT ±r' (/j 

" 
iý _) 

1'1 (')V) T' 1f 1.. 
ýý ^lýll own1 :-r 

(gin., )' .' (v nD 
. 
'ýr o0 ý' 

'<,, ^O I!, o1yVn Tr I (G r, h; r . r. ýir, f V J. 
ts 

L"t cO: rtc 1. 
_ 

() 
,l T)t 

A. . 
2.3 "')d (G- 

Pn 
N) -- G, sir_ce G/ r?, r-^'i-o'ýp. VV C) G 

p x) 
1. a S-101" 

.' p-- ti ub^ ronpciUV, ü0Vn 1'TC V 
(` 

ý, 

)= 
rý YT i" 

. 
fi 

a Sylo? r o-7P of N B, -, r the Frc. t-tini fli r , vent U 
pt 

ITG tiT(C; ýI) covers GP, V/Gý, `ý' n X, = G-0tV/GP, (V n i: ) (by 4.2.3) 
PIwhich 

is a p-group, therefore P covers this quotient too. So 

by the modular lau 

VýVn (V n N) CP, P= (V n IT) (V n Gp, P) = (V n IT) (V n G, ) P 

(V n N)P . 

Now P_ Vp fl NG V(Gp, 
) GI, n TJG(Gp, ) = the -unique cylot- 

p 
p-subgroup of D. Thus V (V n IT) D 

Conversely if V (V f1 N)D and (V n N) 1 Gpý , then V norrnaii^es 

(V () N)Gp, since by 3.1.10 D normalizes both V f1 N and Gp, . So 

V(V (1 N)GpI is a subgroup of G, that is VJ Gp1 .0 

4.2.5 Itemna 

If k holds and N4G with G/TT E -J.., then VjG. R. if and only if 

(V n N\7) 1. (C. 9 f TT) 
Proof 

By 4.2.3 the implication is clear. By 1.1 .7 a) V r) IT and 

G, nN are pronormal in G, , so by 3.1.6 (V fl N) (G,, r) N) =T say, 

is pronorinal in G. Therefore the rrattini arßu4ment implies 

that ITG(T) covers GIN , and by 3.1 . 10 E- NG(T) . Je deduce that 

G. normalizes T, so (V 0 TT) 1 G7 . Now EV, so G.,, contains a 

Hall -x-suhCroup of V and hence V <. (V f) N)G,.. It then follo' s 

that VIG. 
rc .0 



ýn 

!i2. nr nri'm 

, . ý!. c- not be ý_ to ý1e S'-ter, .J - en.. 

T: ?, olclo ='. 110L Fi' <1 r T. T! ; }, r /;. r c- DL 
, then 

vi owl (Vln T: ) 1Gý' ýtnc? V (V . '1 TT) o 

'hc irrpl: i-cation . cer ý^ in) y hoidc , t1an, proof bein`; ao in the 

1e r_^_o,, i? otrever, the C. _n. I.? r e in 4.1.3 c) shot:, ih_. is, fr:. ]_sc. 

For. let ']f = 19' a, ri let IT be the no: ýý <;. 1 ; pub ro, ý>> of G of index 3 

As wo saw H=<a -BB io an. -injr, ctor of G so II r1 IT = BE 

Obviously H1 Gam, - G19 E ý. Now A<o, t> is clew rly a system 

normlalizer O 'L J (since B, C and D cover eccentric chief factors) 

. and thorciore (H () T7)D =< a' >D in this case. However. 

H: <aI >BE, so Hý (H n N)D . 

b) It follows by the arge ont used in the proof of 4.1.2 b) 

that if T<Gand TIG ,G EZ then Tý, G r1 G- 
ý1 ý2 K-1 'r2 

Thus Ti GPI CE for all p implies T E. 

4.2.7 TMORJTTI 

The following conditions on the Fitting class 
5 

are equivalent. 

a) 
J is permutable. 

" b) For any group G9* implies V (V il G)t)D . 

c) For any group G9* implies V< GI ITG (E () G 3,, ) 
. 

PROOF 

a) # b) : If * holds and V1E, then by 4.2.4 V (V n 01)(G))D 

for all p IGI 
. Therefore D0 V supplements, in V, each of its 

normal subgroups V rl Op (G) for pIIGI. Now those have pairuise 

coprine indices in V, so it'follors that DnV supplements their 

intersection Vr 0' and hence V< (V r) G'')D . 

b) ->a) : Assuming b) holds we establish that *4-V 1E by 

induction 'on IGI 
. So let N be a maximal normal subgroup of G of 

index p say. V0 11 is the unique 'injector 
of N into which 

the system E(N reduces, so by induction V fl TT 1E r) N 



r, 

1'To certijinly 
OL 

` .:? . , c, 0 by 
, _, sulý! pbio, V (V ii ý.; j1) T"ý 1, 

V i') Ti 1Go by 4.2.4 V1 ('r, , nc : ": or ,, Cý ý 
`d IG by 

giving V 
k9t 

`_ 'o prove the ecquiv^.: 1 c co of b) ^ncd c) T"rc ?. 31c ctj oK0n : 

b) ==>c) : If GC 
ý31R, 

then TT,, (F. fl rr ý7L) -D, and. GC jt 

so that V (1 GA< G. By a ýti? r: ýU pion V< (V r) G ')P t? hcrefore 

VzGG), r) G and c) 'olds in this 

We now a ssiii eG 1T, anj lot N be a rarenire. l normal sn1 roup 

of G containing G. . Then ITjM, = G131n , ITI - Gý and E (-) IT i0 a 

, 3ystein of IT reducing into V fl IT üo by o-, -, r induction hypothesis 

V f1 IJ <G iTT,, (z- fl G17L7, ) 
. Certry. inly D< TNG(E fl Gnn) so D 

normalizes ITI- (E t) G,,, n) 1/1o are assuming b) holds so V 

(V ý') G7')D , therefore V (V r IT)D < Gý1'I, T(E n G5nn)D 

G. ITG (E n Gý7Lil, ) 

c) 4b) : If GE'1, then GO'E ý- 
so (V n G7) D= GnD =G 

and b) holds trivially. When G GONG (F. fl Ggnn) 4G 

By Hall's celebrated results, E iTG(E r) G,,,, ) =T say , and 

furthermore NT(E rl T), a system nornal. izer of T, is actually D 

Let D0 = 11G T (z n G. T) , then of course D <, D0 . Iiomomorphism 

invariance implies DOG, /G, is a system normalizer of GT/G, 

T/T (i G,. of which D(T n G, )/(T t) G. ) is a system normalizer. 

Hence DOGS /G 
,ND 

(T f) G)/(T fl G5) = D/D n (T n GI) = D, D ý') G, ^' 

DGB/G, . Then D< D0 forces D0Gý DG, . c) holds so V<GaT, 

and wo are assuming that GIT<G; so the induction hypothesis 

gives iT (V 0 (G T)E )DO 
. Now clearly (GT)E : (GiL GIT) , and 

so V< (VG G7L r GIT)Do = (V r)G'')Do (V r) Gý')D0G = (V n G')DG 

G4/(Gn)Is f GjG1t/G1L , so D covers all the '(central) chief factors 

of G between (GIL), and G, , and therefore G7 < (Gn) 3D<. (V r) G") D. 

With the previous inequlity, this implies V< (V n G")D and b) 

holds. a 



ýý ý: ý 

(1,11,1, r l r? r r 
oY)li 

Y 

5,1 `ýt r. or; Y ^^ri ýa i rmen± 

In [1 E] C1_inc: introd. uicc> rra, 7^1, i al. orders r. ý < on the 

collection of s tLu_rated formatii_cný 
. If ailrl ` are Fitti_n. 

classes then ann, l_ogously ?: re say is strongly contq.: l_ned in. 

(written -G « rS ) Provided that, in each group G, an 3-injector 

of G contains some--'r--injector. In view of 1.14 c) this i 

equivalent to the requirement that an f 
-in j ector e an 

t--injector of a. group G is an -C--injector of G. Clearly 

implies This terminology applies nicely to 

the work of previous chapters. For instance, ` is a permut, 7-h_1e 

Fitting class 
rl« for all7rj is obvious in the light 

of chapter 4. 

Cline attacks the problem of determining the sat', sý. tr: 3 

formations maximal. with respect to <<, producing some yrhich are 

(for example and provin, that certain others are not. 

Here we take a preliminary look at the corresponding problem 

for. Fitting classes and show that a. strongly pr. or. nrma. 1 e7. ass. 

maximal in this sense, is necessarily normal. 

5.1.1 T mma 

Suppose `j is a Fitting class such that == Cý ý G/G :G E- } 

ý -6. Then is normal. 

Proof 

Let if be an arbitrary group and 14KE Set G=H '1, K 

and let B' be the base group of the wreath product. 

Then G, ý. 
+B, otherwise K is a quotient of G/G, and therefore 

member of , contrary to its choice. Let GG = BG., KO =K r) GD 

and r= IG : Go!. Then GG =B K0 = HG ti K0 where HG =lH, the 
r 

direct product of r copies of H, and 14 KO. 



S: ý :" 
C ýý 

Tv-Tr)'' r (-, c(1 (-i : '" "' YlCý: ß"`l7. ýlilýr'rn i1 of f 
ýý T")h r'? 

c. ý11 "'. 1., 'ý F''ýýýý'"1 . f. r, .ý . ý. "ý '1. ýri ^ý'ý fY'Y'(ý11? '\ 1ý ý; ý'T !] ýl 7 ýý i 1 of 
`1 

Y"tblrýti nn ýý (n rýýrn 11rcir.. i1 that; rýýý '1 ý`' ý 
.. 

ý: 17 `i n, Y1 "'n 
ID 

ra n rl o( -i rT O1"rn`1.1_ . 
ý? 

r 1.2 'nr; ýnPT; ' 

Ti tl'le P i_1; t i »t^ r1. "-, rys J n-rororron? rind 

7týax=i_? rýl" with vem ct to -, then i. P norrýýýý. end -'nr each G, 

G/('T r for some fixed 

ot? r. reren"rk alcove, the hyrothe? s7. c -Implies 

. 
for a1l primes n. rTow clearly ' -ý for "Al a forces `-. 

Mio li y m? ximp., 7 +y t1ere ex ^-t ra prime p -ich tl A, 

that i. s (liar 2.1 e)) the s-? 
_n j ectors of any G hive r-�oT er" 

index G. In particular r is unique. let V he an ` 
-injector 

of an arbitrary -roue G. Rar hypothesi^v V stronro G and. since 

G: VI is a power of p, it follows that <VpG>9V so in f. e cat 

Vr < rr and therefore V= C1Go, for any n-come] er, ent C-' of G 

lying in V. Now by 2.6.51 a) and the remark foli. owiný; it 

0ý(G mod CT )Gn, is an --5,, -injector of G, so « 
+1 

el. ec. r] y 
t- 

=` implies so the other possibility 
11 

must hold. Since 

lemma 5.1.1 gives us the desired conclusion. D 

AlthouEh tyre have seen that <% 5n is not in General true, 

t: e would be surprised if there were a Fitting class , maximý7. 

with respect to <2 which dial not satisfy for some 

Prime p. Indeed we suspect that the maximal. classes are amonc 

those described in the conclusion of 5.1.2, that is I normal 

classes of prime power index Nor can we decide whether such 

classes are actually maximal. Clearly < and C coincide for 
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ýýý"ý, win1 1. ar ý'pr e "nIT'1 i' ir1 'ý ) ^ý. i ! ý_. rý "a-Iiý-r" 

t1, c' iýý. ), ý..; ern1; r hnr , 
('', 'T YlY'! "tn.. f (ý'i 1 r" . t... ý) 

n ýýý"""ýýý, "ý -j"i--`-1T^`. r1"ý.. ýýý<.? f1! 1=>"" T_n__ '_: r 1r Pi --- ilr, r'1 gar 

F7 1T(ß v"1 7ý i- -v -e y 

Tr i-h ^ rni'-t: 'I. ýi. rl. ý"-fim n. `rvýýyý(1_ nvý ntiý nýýý'ý _ý ý., ". -t�r, rr, ý. ý, ý, ý-! '1ý,. -}ý1ýý 

("F tl'10 (ý 1_rn(? a Yl! '(ýfl1T, C1- Of n"'N71-c" Tiny' T (11: ?n 1ýn 

-nrnýl11c ; 0: r i: }ln-!. r rýrl, r"ýl ý. Trflra c rlr - i. Tý: l. ('ýý lýr t"tE? e-- niirir 

tbrý rrr. i c-il oa ,j i_rnc" i -fn-n' a 

C'ltv3c- ýý"ýe }, ý! ýie! i , 'c '-r- rl^(' ýnr.. nrrnMN; rrc 

1l_rr ci por. Ter of C' of Cell ý". ý(? r 
Jý 

Mfýý C 

1. »`rn ý'il1. výt 
. 

on p,, th 
e 

r+l'l: 
of 

norrrn. l 
ý, 1 I: . ý.. Y1M C1r]ý'rn ýC 'ýYi ýi, N/ýý. T 

?. nrI ýy. cIeec1 wý ý; h«L1. cee that -vrrn, ný? each P: itý-irý c1aý->c 
11: here is 0 pp r»m of Fitting 1 ap . n^ (portly induced by the 

set of normal clas^es) with prnrerties close to those of 
a. 

Let be a Fittin. - class 

of G. Let Cri- (Cl C2 

under the natizral projection 

-ard. 

'G a grove. Let X=G 
n 

be the direct 1nrodn et of n cord es 

fin) x 1, the image of X 
.1 

of X onto its first direct factor. 

Now X,. char. X and, in the obvious way, X admits both Aut G 

and rn as groups of automorphisms. It follow' that G 4cha. 
r G 

and G is the image of X under the natuY"al projection of X onto 

any of its direct factors. Clearly GsC and TTG < (` TGT) < IT, 
nnn 

5.2.1 Lemma. 

With the preceding, notation 

a) G /GI. is Abelian 

b) (UG)H- (1, 
Z, ... , Vin) gi E G* for all i and 

n1ý... 
.FG}s 

and (G x Cam) (G x Cr )< ( ,ý 
1) ': F_ G>y so the definition 

of G is independent of n 



r- 

/C- 

-Proof 

) -rf. rr . '. lt: l, Cil' of 
F('r 

sXJ<r 
('1 x ýMr7 cn 

TFz G ýtT } ýC'he t F, ýnrý CTS /C, :i 

ý'102nomor^rýtiý7 c : tnt`ý. r°c' of tn Abel in group,, 'hence i_ý 

b) ýllnpc c(1, ?,..., Wir) E (; IG), , then certc. inly , ýTx 

for e; vCh "i lr the (Ic, f i n-l. tion of G 

Vin) . 
7r, 

F, ý! " ..! Win! 1) (ý1 s 
TI 

(flc) (by eonGider. inp tree F r 
n. +1 

o I, ivinus en ec3.61 nC 
TT(T 

Q 'TTe, x0 : -- 

fl`T 

(1 ! 
ý! 

... !! n1 ? 
)E 

1(i 
G) ( since (f r) s 

. r. +1 r. +1 
invrrian1- lrnd(, r the rnt�r-f-l c±i . on of 7 

n+1 
(ý1,1 , ...! 1s 11) E (TiG) 

n+i 
-1 =(1! 1s... !1,1) E G) (action of. F 

+1 ? n'^r) 

1 ý-Jýr_+1 (TTG) C fl' ^ a n n+1 n 
11 ! _Ni. 

larly (1 , L1) 
E (17G), for i 

-1 anr? so tea, ... ! 
n 

-1 -1 -ýt- P1 )E (Tc )^, 
9 

n 
hence E (T[G) 

n 
which. -irplipo ý... 1, E GT 

aý Now if gi EG, then (g1 , .. ,p Cis ."s 9n) E (fl0 )1 for ; ern x, - . E' G 

(j 4 i) by the definition of G*. Then as above this imrl ie 

(1 , .., gi- 29-1 )E (f G).. So 
n 

conversely if C1 , ... ,gEG 

and 19 1 f2 ... On EG we have 

1 ...! ( 19 s 9 -1 1 -1 E JTG) 
.... 9 19 ig 2 1 En-1 1 2 1 1 n 

and (1 ,1, """"""� 1?..... 
) E (ýrT) 

therefore (911 
-p2s ...! Cn-1! n) E (fG), 

r.. 

These manoeuvres show gCG (g, 1, ... ,g 
1) F. 

_ 
(]TG) 

c g1)E (GxG), 

loosely nneakinE (G)Is/[G is the subgroup of- UG*/TTG (which 
3 nn nn 



rr 

"rod i, 1'C Of CO) "l. 'C; " "? "i,. r'ý r'. 
, _, 

ý; -i_ , r,: ý _, (ýy ýiýr ý+ a_7 

fc. ", ter, . 
}. 

rn1fri1 r/V 

=iY ltC1 °. C: : Lon o 1r (? c, . Ct-or, Ii Th1. coý r1 

<J1 autor. ýorp'r. j. ý M of G ;: L" , Thereror `' (r xc for 

G. Trence , 1) e (G xG), i; ýýie? ̂ . irýrlä_ec E 

f/ 0 or C G, that G 

N. Now dc-J"_i n0 G=G}, o r°j_vc. n c. Fitt-, : _0"; clo. ý^ 
`� -- G: (G x G) _ (G xC )< (ýý; ý-1) rEG>}. 

TTT flR. TT", 5,2.2 

If is a Fiti; Iiig elan s than 

is a Fitting class 

b). in the notation of lemma 5.2.1 G' = G, 
. 

c) C_()C`a (the last class is not necessarily 

Pitting of course) 

c. ) is normal 

Pß00F 

o. ) Suppose N<GE, then (G x G), (G, x Gl )< (tfr, G-1) : g'EG >, 

therefore(IN x IT)ý = (N x N) n (G x G), > (I'Tj x IN, )< (n, n- : nEIT >. 

Sc. the image of (N x N)5 under the projection of NxN or-to a 

direct factor is the whole of N, that is NT N* and IT C`* 

Now suppose ý*9 N1 , N2 4G= IT1 PT2 . For i1,2, G induces 

autornorphisms of Ni , so by 5.2.1 c) and our suprosition, G 

centralizes Ni/(Ni), that is [Iti 
, G] . (IT <G. It follows 

that G' - [IN11 N2 , G] <. G. Now lot n1 n2 ;EG where n. C ITS 

Then (n1n2, n2-1n1-1) )(n 

Thus by supposition and our observation (g, ý'1) E (G x G) 

Projecting onto a direct factor giv. s GG, so GC 



ný-r 

(ýI 
iý T""'ýný .'( 

((ý )ýý 
.. 

(G lri l" (" f)ir (ý" 
-f : i_rýC; C.. ý 

(r- x G-) ,> 
(C, 

ý x C' lý 
..: 

(('ý )V (c 1, )<: 

ice n'ýV: LO; ýr. 

t ~, iý1 m tlýýý ^i /: 
h 

V -', of OT" 
.-ý, 

ý <: :. Cr 
,. 

/7a.. (1 rig T t 

C)'tr1 *; _e-- ref' h,? " r)C` is CZGf,. I', ^. r_d _icn 
Ca r; c 

ý"; C( 
;= ) :' 

ry0 : L't rG! °1 1r t0 prow 

ýh 
then b-, l" 0 Gfinition (G x C-), 

the -e""ore by b) 

(G xGxG x G)a=((G x G), x( Gx G), )< (ý , {*2! ý; ý , 2ý ) 

r.. )C G 

> ((G x G) x (G x G))< (! '' 
ý! ýý 

") ('; < <`` > 

Thus (CT x r ;: Gx C). projects onto each direct factor, ; se C. C 

d) If I' i:: a normal class then by 2.4.3 G' 4 G. ;G for all G. 

In particular (G 1 C9)' : (G 'L C2) . Letting C2 =<i iii the 

ti-. wreath proc? uct we have [(U 
, 1) , i] _ (g 1 

C) ,o 

g) F. (G x G) ýl (GtC2 ) (G x G)j. Therefore G Gam, and 

o_ If #-' 
, 

Q then by c) so is normal. 

5.2.3 Remarks 

a) -=Q For if GE*, then by definition G is 

a homomorphic image of (G x G), , so GE 

b) For suppose C` and lot G be of 

minimal order in ý-. Then G has a unique maximal normal 

subgroup IT of index p say, and NE. Furthoi or. e by 5.2.1 b) 

and the definition of 
r ', (jTG)j (g1, g2, . ", cp) : gi EG 

p 
and 6102-. 6p C- U 

which contains the diagonal { (gyp. 
, .., 

): gEGa ub, ̂ roilp 

isomorphic to G. So GES_ giving a cöntra. diction, and we 

deduce ý=I* 
. 



C 
(i) 

ý1 1 1 ý" 

- 

First, no J cc tlrC GC 
ý/ 

(TC! 1 }` (E `1 ) 
t^ r 

For bfr 1 C. ) C. ý C 11,2,., 1in-ý C'c C_ ÖL 
, CO 

there: ore (G' G' )< ý. -1) C Cf >. (r x Cx) and 

(C TXC G± of Col's. Convo cy this ThC 

: inc1L! oion iTMr). i e! GG that- in GC 

So CC (G'xGG>Cn G. (ný). i: =l - iý. T IC' 

Given' , d. ey; _ne 

e) 
^ý :ýi. 

mplico 
X* 

= 
t4* :. nd 

X:; 
=" 

For by d) ( 
x) -, ro by c) end 5.2.0 _ c) 

r5 

definition 
x;; 

_. 

Notice that by 5.2.2 d) = the unique smallest norm, 11 Pitting 

C1ax . 

5 .2. n. TIt Ofl T 

For each Pitting class `4 and group "_, < and if V is an 

'ý- 
-injector of G than (V*) 

I is an 
1-injector 

of G 

PROOF 

Since CCý, the second assertion follows at once from 

the first. Let IT be a maximal normal subgroup of G and 4a tiylow 

system of G. and put D= NG(E). Lot V, V* be the unique (f- and 

-injector respectively of G into which E reduces. Then 

w=V r) IT and 1d _VnN are the unique 
ý- 

and injectors of 

N into which E0 IT reduces. We assume inductively that for a group 

H of order. less than IG I with Sylow system A: 

the ý 
-injector of H into which -a reduces the *-injector 

of 

H into which. reduces. 



So In- i ncl-ilct4 or, C11 

'V. ýcT i". '.. `:; r. ý o (ýr'ýý c': _. t r3 V 
:. 

7 ;i 
, . ßr 

7101"T y 3,1 "11) -o V tic? V; 

oý (. ' in -o ir:. ich. C Fl Tr ., rý. d. i-. ccÜ. zlý� i. 
_ 

G 
7 

the 

irducTh i_ on 1'11Tpo Y)ý-Je iVV, so Z' P_'_ !y c" `c 17 'le TTvC. 

T hci'. 4.2.1 il', ' ýý. cs .; D) V, row by 3.1 . 10 in, D norr^r. lizcs 

V, and already I"T V so V normeli zes V. By 3.1 .5 5'. '--' VVso 

we nay aosu? ne VV G. Then V4G so V=G_ 

If V -1 G then 71 =G , s: i_nce rV p in this case. By 5.2_. 1 c) 

Aut G centralizes G 
. 
/G, , so in particular G centra , lizes V /1.7 

, )ut G/V* VV/V* ^ ' V/VAS f1 V is a quotient of V/W C , so p 
G/W is 'central by cyclic', in particular, Abelian. Th erefore 

V1 G- after all, so certainly C implies V=G <G-V. 

0 

5.2.5 Corollary 

CCxC implies that is, for Pitting 

classes between and C coincides with < 

Proof 

Put =J4* 
x by 5.2.3 e) . Let V be an -injector 

of the group G. Then 5.2.4 states that VV and VK are 
i-injectors of G respectively. Then implies VIt -- VX 

so follows . 
0 

5.2.6 Corollary 

If is any Pitting class, is a normal Fitting class and V is 

an ` '-injector of G then V is an (' r )-injector of G . 
Proof 

By 5.2.3 d) and 5.2.2 d) (10, V, )* _n*- 
r-*. 

So by 5.2.2 e) and 5.2.5 ý ()X <<'- . 
'V, <V therefore VV C 

and hence is ( x192 )-maximal in V. It follows that V is an 
(-r)-injector of V and we are done. Q 
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